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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This chapter consists of background, the problem statement, the objective of the research,
the scope of the research, the significance of the research.
A. Background
Social interaction in multilingual society, demand the speakers to choose the exact
language for any occasion. Language choice is not randomly but considers some factors. David
(2006) argued that language choice is triggered by factors such as social status, gender,
educational attainment, ethnicity, age, occupation, rural and urban origin, speakers, topic, place,
media, and formality of the situation. Speakers choose an appropriate register, genre, style,
medium, or tone of voice in relation to the interlocutor (who), topic (what), context (where), and
medium (how) in every conversation.
In terms of variety of language, all kinds and varieties of language that exist in the entire
world are part of His power. Therefore, truly noble people who up hold the majesty of the verses
of Allah SWT. In Al-Qur‟an Karim Surah Ar-Rum verse 22, Allah SWT says:

Translation:
“And among His Signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the variations in
your languages and your colors: verily in that are Signs for those who know”.
Based on Tafseer of Jalalain, this verse showed something very powerful that has many
implications for the human living in a diverse society or wherever we are in the world. God says
of those signs, “is the differences of your tongue”. The difference of languages, the diversity on
13
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the Earth is actually a sign of Allah SWT. It is a proof and miracle of God. People who speak a
language different than yours are not to be made fun of, they are supposed to be respected. What
is coming out of their mouth is actually something tied directly to revelation. Therefore, it might
think somebody who is speaking Bahasa, Malay, or their vernacular language. As a matter of
fact, all of it should be respected because it is from the verse of Allah SWT.
Due to this verse mentioned “the variation in your language”, the language we used in
daily conversation is remarkably varied. In term of language choice, in doing conversation the
speaker need to choose which variety or code will be used. Generally, it was related to what
Holmes revealed in her book;
Holmes (2013:1) said that sociolinguists study the relationship between language and
society. They are interested in different social context, and they are concerned with
identifying the social function of language and the way it is used to convey social
meaning. Examining the way people use language in different social contexts provides a
wealth of information about the language works, as well as about the social relationships
in a community, and the people convey and construct aspects of their social identity
through their language.
In term of language choice in multilingual communities, Holmes (2013: 19-25) stated
that there are some factors which are relevant to why peoples need to use certain variety or code
in doing interaction. They are factors affecting language choice, other social factors affecting
code choice, and choosing variety or code. In doing an interaction the speaker needs to know the
situation, with who they talk to, topic, and the goal of the interaction.
In term of sociolinguistic and the sociology of language, some investigators had found
the distinction between sociolinguistic (micro-sociolinguistic) and the sociology of language
(macro-sociolinguistic). Wardhaugh (2006:13) defined sociolinguistic as a concern with
investigating the relationship between language and society with the goal being a better
understanding of the structure of language and how languages function in communication; the
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sociology of language is a concern in how social structure can be better understood through the
study of language. In addition, Hudson (1996:4) had described the difference as follow:
sociolinguistic the study of language in relation to society; whereas the sociology of language is
the study of society in relation to language. Which means, in sociolinguistic we study language
and society in order to find out as much as we can about what kind of thing language is, and in
the sociology of language we reverse the direction of our interest. It is related to what Coulmas
(1997:2) said that micro-sociolinguistic investigates how social structure influences the way
people talk and how language varieties and patterns of use correlate with social attributes;
macro-sociolinguistic studies what societies do with their language, that is, attitude and
attachments that account for the functional distribution speech form in society, language shift,
maintenance, and replacement, the delimitation and interaction of speech communities.
Generally,

sociolinguistic

investigated

multilingual

communities.

In

fact,

the

phenomenon of language choice also related to in it, because in determined which language
varieties or code are used, there must be the others languages will be used. In sociolinguistic
perspective, Rokhman (2009:3) stated that phenomenon of language choice is a social fact and
consider it as a code, socio-cultural behavior, and pragmatic. And so, in sociolinguistic
perspective language choice is a communication discourse and at the same time shows the sociocultural identity of the speakers.
In sociolinguistic perspective, the phenomenon of language choice is the one of an
interesting thing to research. We can see two, three, and so on varieties of languages could be
used in a communication. As an example: Malay and Bahasa easily to communicate because
those languages have some similarities. Fasold (1984: 180) (in Rokhman2009:2) said that
sociolinguistic could become one of study program because there is the choice of language use.
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He gives illustration with a societal multilingual term which refers to the fact that showed there
are many languages in society. He gives an illustration with societal multilingualism term that
refers to the fact with the presence of many languages. There will be no chapter about diglossia
when there are no high and low varieties. When we analyze each of chapter in Fasold‟s (1984)
work, it will be clear that each of study in his work concern about the possibility of choosing that
could make in society about the use of language variety. In addition, he adds that even the
statistic will not be required in the sociolinguistic study when there is no variety in language use
and the choice between that varieties.
Rahardi (2006: 78) said that Language in certain society and culture always been used
appropriately with the situation, condition, and our requirement. The purpose of language that
will be used also could be seen as one of the determining factors of a variety of language. Such
as Indonesian in our daily activity, the variety of that language use always fulfilled with the
varieties of language. If the condition demands us in relax situation, so just use the relax variety
of language.
Nowadays, most of the societies in some regions have the knowledge of the varieties of
language and using more variety of languages. For example in Sebatik Island especially in Aji
Kuning, most of the inhabitant use Malay in their business deals. It cannot devoid that they are
using their vernacular language in doing interaction with the other. It depends on with who they
talk to. They always do the language choice in their daily life even in their family, school, or in
doing business.
In this research, the writer focused at SMP Negeri 1 Sebatik Tengah. Most of the
students, in their daily conversation mostly used Malay with their friend. It cannot avoid that
their language has been influenced by their parent who still working in Malaysia. And some of
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their parents are the inhabitant of Aji Kuning who has been doing some business at Malaysia
until it could give the influence to their language. It cannot avoid their teacher‟s language is not
influence by Malay or even by their vernacular language. Furthermore, most of their teachers are
also from Aji Kuning.
Therefore the writer had been doing a pra-obversation in his hometown, at Sebatik
(Malaysia-Indonesia Border). Generally, the society used at least five languages; Buginese,
Dayaknese, Javanese, Malay, Bahasa, as their colloquial language. That is why the writer interest
in doing further observation about it. Some of them still maintain their vernacular language in
daily communication with their family, use the comfortable one with their friend or in their daily
communication depend on the situation and with who they talk to.
In this research, the writer had choose three languages as the object research, which are
Bahasa, Malay, and the vernacular language (the local dialect from each subject). Bahasa as the
formal language which is used in a formal situation, but sometimes it uses with adding some
local dialect or Malay, depends on with who they talk to. Malay, in a certain place there, the
society uses it as their daily communication. The vernacular language is always used in their own
community.
B. Research Question
It deals with above explanations that language choice is one of the interesting things to
research in nowadays. Most of the phenomenon of language choice could be founded in our
society. Moreover, the writer formulated the research questions to give more specific views
about language of choice as follow; How is the language choice of Sebatik society in education
domain?
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C. Object of The Research
In relation to the problem of the study that the objectives of the research is; it was
generally to described the phenomenon of language choice in Sebatik in education domain.
D. Scope of The Research
The study of the phenomenon of language choice is related to sociological, psychological
and anthropological approach, Fishman (1964 in Rokhman 2009:5). In sociological perspective,
it is related to domain analysis. In psychological perspective, it is related to individual
perspectives, such as individual motivation. In anthropological perspective, it is related to the
human behavior to explore the value of culture.
Holmes (2013:19-26) explained that domain of language use involves typical interactions
between typical participants in typical settings about a typical topic. The domain is a sociocultural construct abstracted from the topic of communication, in accord with the constitution, of
the society and the area of activity of speech community in such a way that individual behavior
and social pattern can be distinguished from each other and yet related to each other. Examples
of these domains are family, friendship, religion, education, and employment. This term
popularized by Fishman (1964).
In addition, Fishman (1972) reveals that the factors which influence the concept of the
domain are topic, role location, and locale. The topic can be a regular of language use in
multilingual settings. For example, someone changes his/her language to the interlocutor‟s
language when discussing a certain topic. Role relation means that languages you are using are
determined by the interlocutor you speak with. For example, father talks to mother, child speaks
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to mother, and mother speaks to child. Locale means that the place where the conversation takes
place influence the language you are using.
By doing this research, the writer had choose two approaches; the sociological approach
and the psychological approach. For the domain of language in this research, the writer focused
on education domain.
E. Significance of The Research
By doing this research, it was expected to be relevant and useful theoretically and
practically. Theoretically, this study supposed to be a previous finding for the next researchers
who want to conduct the same field about language choice. This research expected to be one of
information sources about language choice. Furthermore, the finding useful for language
planners in order to improve their knowledge about language choice.
Practically, this research focused on Sebatik Island society which is directly connected to
Sebatik‟s culture and more variety of the language. It is also expected to be useful for the
students who have interested in learning more and more variety of language.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In this chapter, the writer presented the previous finding about the phenomenon of
language choice; the pertinent ideas include the definition language choice and type of language
choice. The writer also explained about the object of research.
A. Previous Finding
In this part, the writer presented some previous findings which had been done by some
researchers as follow:
Domanig (2010), in his dissertation titled Language Choice in Interracial Marriages: The
Case of Filipino and Malaysian Couple. The objective of his research was to examined the
language choice in interracial couple‟s communication. More specifically, this research
examined the language choice, accommodation strategies, and code switching pattern in verbal
communication of Filipino-Malaysian couples in the home domain. Furthermore, this study
explored the occurrence of language choice in relation to ethnicity, first language, and gender.
The data were collected using the qualitative approach by interviewing and recording the
conversation of Filipino-Malaysian couples. To support the qualitative approach, the quantitative
based on the questionnaire result were also used. It revealed that Filipino-Malaysian couples
prefer English as their medium of communication at home with some switching to Malay,
Chinese, and Filipino languages. The couple preference of English was generally although none
of them consider English as their first language. Their mother tongue becomes the secondary
preference which is evident in the use of code switching. His findings further revealed that the
couple language is influenced by ethnicity, first language, and gender.
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Valentino (2013) in his article titled Joshua Fishman‟s Domain of Language Use in
Relation to Multicultural Life in English Language Education Study Program Sanata Dharma
University. The objective of his article was to prove Joshua Fishman‟s theory of domain of
language use in relation to multicultural life in the English Language Education Study Program
of Sanata Dharma University as well as to find the possible factors which influence language use
in every domain of language use they applied daily. In his article proved that Joshua Fishman‟s
theory of domain of language use in the relation to multicultural life was applied. And also
showed that the variety of language use depended on local language, cultures, and speech
community and influenced the choice of words when the discourse contain formality and
politeness.
Rokhman (2009), in his article titled Fenomena Pemilihan Bahasa dalam Masyarakat
Multilingual: Paradigma Sosiolinguistik. The objective of his article was to describe the
phenomenon of language choice in multilingual communities based on sociolinguistic paradigm.
The social interaction in multilingual communities, with some varieties of language sues the
speakers to choose the exact language or varieties of language which suitable with the
communication situation. This language choice is not random accept considering some factors.
In his article revealed that language choice in sociolinguistic paradigm not only connected with
linguistic problem, but also with the social problem, culture, psychology, and situation. In
Indonesian language context, with some varieties of language which used in social interaction, a
deep research of this phenomenon is really important to do.
Concerning about the similarity of those previous findings above, the writer also focused
on analyzing the language choice. Moreover, the first previous finding had the different object;
the second and the third previous finding used the similarity theories with the researcher.
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B. PERTINENT IDEAS
1. Language Choice in Multilingual Communities
In multilingual communities there are some varieties language were used for some
purpose. It cannot avoid that the speaker should choose which variety would be used and in some
situation they switched it or even mixed it. In daily conversation, speakers could not avoid
making choices, for things can always be formulated differently (Coulmas, 2005:7). In addition
R. Mesthrie et al (2004:146) stated that language choice refers to a term used extensively in
multilingual studies, be it as speakers selection between languages, or language varieties in
particular context, or domain of use.
In term to choose which language will be used and be motivated by certain factors,
Meyerhoff (2006:102) stated that choosing among languages can be invested with the same kind
of social and affective meaning as choosing style in one language. Languages can be invested
with the additional interactional meaning means the process of drawing up official policies of
language planning and language in education can be charged one. Decision made about the
official use and recognition of languages can have powerful impact on long-term strength of
language.
Wardhaugh (2006:88), it is possible to refer to a language or variety of a language as a
code. The term is useful because it is neutral. Dialect, language, style, standard language, pidgin,
and creole are such terms that inclined to arouse emotion. Code, taken from information theory,
can be used to refer to any kind of system that two or more people employ for communication; it
can actually be used for a system used by a single person, as when someone think about a private
code to protect certain secrets. In addition he asserted that, in general, when you open your
mouth, you must choose a particular language, dialect, style, or variety- that is, a particular code.
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Within each code there will also possibility of choices not all of which will have the same import
because some will be more significant and will be more marked than others. The various choices
will have different social meanings.
Language choice can be examined from different perspectives: sociological, sociopsychological, and anthropological. These approaches focused on different issues and their
methods of investigation, such as investigating language choice from a sociological perspective
describes the language behavior of a group of people in relation to different kinds of changes in
sociocultural processes. Sociologists had mainly focused on domains of language behavior; it is
often using quantitative research methods such as surveys. Social psychologists are interested in
studying individuals‟ psychological processes and motivations of language behavior in
connection with structures within society. In this type of study, quantitative methods such as
surveys and samples are usually used to explain why bilinguals choose between their languages
in different domains. They also relied on qualitative methods of investigation.
Fasold (1984: 187) defined anthropologist which refers to the individual‟s language
behavior in regard to the social structure. They study the values that groups of people associate
with their language and culture, and how these values influence their behavior. Individuals‟
choices between different languages may indicate a change in cultural values, and
anthropologists try to understand the processes of change in these values. They usually use
qualitative methods such as participant observation. It is emphasized in the literature that
domains, within which the first or second language is used, play a very important role in
language maintenance and shift. The language domain should be considered an abstraction of an
interactional situation in which a cluster of sociocultural, sociolinguistic, and linguistic factors is
at work.
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Fishman (1972:449) states that a domain to be sociocultural construct abstracted from
topics of communication, which has relationships between communicators, and locales of
communication, in accord with the institutions of a society and the environment of activity of a
speech community, in such a way that individual behavior and social patterns can be
distinguished from each other and yet related to each other. He also adds an examples of
domains mentioned in the literature are the family, the playground and the street, the school, the
church, work, literature, the courts, and other administrative institutions. The correct definition
and designation of domains requires a deep understanding of the sociocultural dynamics, norms,
and values of a particular society at a particular time in its history. This is because the domains
of language behavior may vary from context to context in terms of both number and level.
Weinreich (1953: 107) maintains that it is possible to survey the process of language shift by
mapping and outlining those domains in which both languages function. This is referred to as
domain analysis of the language use. If the majority language is gradually taking over the
functions of the minority language in those specific areas where the L1 was once used, the
process of language shift may have started.
a. Factors Affecting Language Choice
Tripp (1968: 197) presents four major domain factors which cause changes in verbal
behavior: setting, participant, topic, and functions of the interaction.
Tripp (1968: 197) adds that each of these factors may account for choosing one language
instead of the other, but it is usually a combination of several factors that leads to a choice
between languages. There is a dynamic and complex interaction between the domain factors,
which makes studying the extent of their influence on language choice difficult. In the following,
each factor is briefly discussed.
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1) Setting
This expression should be taken as designating a cluster of factors perceived by
interacting speakers. It may be connected to locale (time, place) and situation. Ervin-Tripp
(1968: 197) states, setting may be culturally constrained, which determines the appropriate
respondents, situation, functions, topics, style, and mode of interaction (formal/informal).
2) Participant
Individual characteristics such as their role relationship, age, sex, language proficiency,
socioeconomic background, ethnic background, language history with the interlocutor, power
relation, education, religion, extent of intimacy with the interlocutor, group membership,
language preference and language attitudes highly affect their choice of language.
3) Topic
Another language choice factor is topic. It may be the case that certain topics of
conversation are better dealt with in one language than in others in particular situations.
Individuals who usually speak in one language may switch to another when discussing a
particular topic. This switch maybe caused by the speaker‟s limited competence in the subject
matter and lack of specialized terms needed for a satisfying discussion. It may also be
conditioned by the language, it lacks the exact terms required for an adequate discussion on the
topic.
4) Functions of the interaction
Another determinant of language choice is the function of interaction. Scholars have tried
to develop models of language choice which illustrate interaction functions. Some of these
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models, such as decision trees and flow charts, cannot precisely and accurately reflect changes of
an individual‟s language choice over a period of time. This is because patterns of language
choice are considered to be static by these models, such as the language choice patterns of the
first generation usually differ from those of the second, just as women differ from men in
choosing between their languages.
b. Other social factors affecting code choice
1) The social distance dimension. How well do they know each other, what is the social
distance between the participants? are they strangers, friends, brother? For example that
illustrate before in Kalala‟s case, would use a different code to each.
2) The status relationship between people may be relevant in the selecting the appropriate
code. A high-status official will be addressed in standard in many contexts. Social role may
also be important and is often a factor contributing to status difference between people.
The same person may be spoken to in a different code depending on whether they are
acting as a teacher, as parent, or as customer in the market-place.
3) The setting and the dimension of formality may also important in selecting an appropriate
code or variety. The variety used for a formal radio lecture differs from that used for the
adverts.
4) The function or the goal of the interaction. What is the language being used for? Is the
speaker asking a favor or giving order to someone?
c. Choosing Variety or Code
Holmes (2013:19-26) believes that in choosing variety or code there are two factors:
1) What is your linguistic repertoire
Example:
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Kalala is 16 years old. He lives in Bukavu, an African city in the east of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo-Zaire with a population of about 240,000. It is a multicultural,
multilingual city with more people coming and going for work and business reasons than
people who live there permanently. Over 40 groups speaking different languages can be
found in the city. Kalala, like many of his friends, is unemployed. He spends his days
roaming the streets, stopping off periodically at regular meeting places in the marketplace, in the park, or at a friend‟s place. During a normal day he uses at least three
different varieties or codes, and sometimes more.
Kalala speak an informal style of Shi, his tribal language at home with his family and
with the formal Shi used for weddings and funeral. He uses informal Shi in the market when he
meets with vendors from his own ethnic group. He uses the lingua franca of the area, Swahili,
when he communicates with people from a different tribal group. He learned standard (Zairean)
Swahili at school, but the local market-place has a little different variety, it is called Kingwana.
He uses Kingwana to younger children and adults he meets in the street.
Standard Swahili is one of the national language, used in Bukavu for most officials
transactions, even the fact that French is the official language of Democratic Republic of the
Congo-Zaire. Kalala uses standard Swahili with official in government offices when he has to fill
in form or pay a bill. He uses another variety or code called Indoubil, which is used among the
young people in Bukavu and used like in-group slang between young people in monolingual
communities.
So, Kalala‟s linguistic repertoire include three varieties of Swahili (standard Zairean,
local Swahili or Kingwana, and Indoubil) and two varieties of his tribal language, Shi (a formal
and a informal or casual type). The factors that lead Kalala to use one code rather than another
are the kinds of social factors, characteristic of the users or participant.
2) Domain of Language Use
Fishman (1997:44) states the domains as “all of the interactions that are rather
unambiguously related (topically and situationally) to another of the major institutions of society,
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such as: the family, education, religion, and mass media”. He also adds the domains where
language is used are multiple; the choice of language use in the different domains can be
indicative of the state of the language as well as predictive of future state of the language among
the individuals in the community.
Example:
Anahina is a bilingual Tongan New Zealander living in Auckland. At home with her
family she uses Tongan almost exclusively for a wide range of topics. She often talks to
her grandmother about Tongan customs, for instance. With her mother she exchanges
gossip about Tongan friends and relatives. Tongan is the language the family uses at
meal-times. They discuss what they have been doing; plan family outings and share
information about Tongan social events. It is only with her older sisters that she uses
some English words when they are talking about school or doing their homework.
Certain social factors: who you are talking to, the social context of the talk, the function,
and the topic of the discussion; turn out to be important in accounting for language choice in
many different kind of speech community. It has proved very useful, particularly when
describing code choice in large speech communities, to look at typical interactions which
involved these factors. The setting is at home; the participants are family members, and the topic
is family activity. Holmes (2013:22) reveals that number of such typical interactions have been
identified as relevant in describing patterns of code choice in many speech communities; it is
known as domain of language use, a term popularized by J. Fishman. A domain involves typical
interactions between typical participants in typical setting.
2. Diglossia
Meyernoff (2006:113) stated that in some multilingual communities, the different
measure that determine the vitality of language varieties are more rigidly demarcated than in
others. Charles Fergusson noted this when he writing about the relationship between Classic
Arabic and the vernacular spoken varieties of Arabic used in the Middle East and the vernacular
spoken French and Haitian Creole in Haiti. He thought that there was some differentiation of the
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domain and functions for which the different language were used in both the Middle East and
Haiti although the languages in each locale were more or less historically related.
In her book (2006:114) Ferguson called the language with higher prestige, and which is
used in more formal contexts and for writing, the High variety (H), and the vernacular variety the
Low variety (L). In his original case studies of diglossia, the two varieties in use in the
community had some historical link to each other, and one could be argued to have its roots in
the other.
It is related to what Wardhaugh (2006:89) said in his book. He stated that a diglossic
situation exist in a society when it has two distinct codes which show clear functional separation;
the first code is employed in one set of circumstance and the second is in an entirely different set.
Fergusson (1959:336) has defined diglossia as follows:
“diglossia is a relatively stable language situation in which, in addition to the primary
dialects of the language (which may include a standard or regional standards), there is a
very divergent, highly codified (often grammatically more complex) superposed variety,
the vehicle of a large and respected body of written literature, either of an earlier period
or in another speech community, which is learned largely by formal education and is used
for most written and formal spoken purposes but is not used by any sector of the
community for ordinary conversation.”
In the same article he identified four language situation which show the major characteristics of
the diglossic phenomenon: Arabic, Swiss German, Haitian (French and Creole), and Greek. In
the Arabic situation the two varieties are Classical Arabic (H) and the various regional colloquial
varieties (L). In Switzerland they are Standard German(H) and Swiss German (L). In Haiti the
varieties are Standard French (H) andHaitian Creole (L). In Greece they are the Katharévousa
(H) and Dhimotiki, or Demotic (L), varieties of Greek.
A key defining characteristic of diglossia is that the two varieties are kept quite apart in
their function. For example, the H varieties may be used for delivering sermon and formal
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situation especially in parliament, giving political speech, delivering news on television. And for
the L varieties may be used in conversation with family, giving instructions to household servant,
in “folk literature”. In some situations such as in the class discussion, a teacher may lecture in an
H varieties but answer the question about it contents in an L varieties so as to ensure
understanding.
According to Sebba (2014:450) that the characters of High and Low varieties do not pose
a problem, it is enough to say that “High and Low have disjointed function: where High is
appropriate, L is inappropriate and vice versa”. Thus, the difference concern the codes
themselves, for example, their syntax, phonology, lexicon, which are merely a reflection of the
social characteristics, such as their function, status, acquisition, the degree of standardization. L
is typically used in familiar interaction, whereas High is acquired later at school. It should be
stressed that people who live in a diglossic community do not usually consider their lives to be as
complicated by diglossia as those living outside such a community. The problem may be
revealed by the desire to decrease regional barriers, or when the question on unifying national
language is raised.
In the term of diglossia, Holmes (2013:27) believes that diglossia has three crucial
features:
a. Two distinct varieties of the same language are used in the community, with one regarded
as a high (H) variety and low (L) variety. The two varieties are linguistically related, the
relationship is closer in some cases than others. For example, the differences in the
pronunciation of H and L varieties from place to place.
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b. Each variety is used for quite distinct function; H and L complement each other. Most of
the vocabulary of H and L is the same. For example; perused and read, affluent and rich.
c. No one use the H variety in daily conversation. For example in school, it is taught and for
very formal interaction and in writing.
3. Code Switching and Code Mixing
Wardhaugh (2006:101), the particular dialect or language that a person chooses on any
occasion is a code, a system used for a communication between two or more participants. It is
unusual for a speaker to have command or use only one such code or system. Most speakers need
several varieties of any language they speak. It could be a rarely phenomenon if they only need a
single variety of language. People are usually required to select a particular code whenever they
choose to speak, and they also decide to switch from one code to another or to mix codes even
sometime very short sentences. In addition he called this process as code-switching. Codeswitching (also called code-mixing) can occur in conversation between speakers turn or within a
single speaker‟s turn.
According to Holmes (2013:34) and Meyernoff (2006:118), when code switching is
constrained by where speaker happen to be, it is called domain-based or situational code
switching and when it is constrained by who a speaker happens to be talking, it is called addressbased. In addition, Wardhaugh (2006:104) mentioned it as situational and metaphorical. The
situational code switching occurs when the language used change according to the situation; they
speak one language in one situation and another in a different one, no topic change is involved.
The metaphorical occurs when a change of topic require a change in the language used.
a. Why do we code switch?
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According to Holmes (2013:36-37) there are three reasons why do we code switch.
There are:
1) Situation
When there is an obvious change in the situation or to hide information from a third
participant. For example: the arrival of someone
2) Topic
Achieve a better explanation of a certain concept. For example: when a teacher
switches from English to Indonesian to make sure students understand what he says.
3) Social reason
- Signal solidarity and reduce social distance; this scale is useful in emphasizing
that how well we know someone is a relevant factor in linguistic choice. In Wales,
the choice between Meg and Mrs Billington involves consideration of this
dimension, for instance. People‟s choice of Ranamal vs Bokmal in Hemnesberget,
or German rather than Italian in Sauris, similarly indicates the speaker‟s
judgments about a relationship on this dimension.
- Increase social distance; concern about the participant relationship.
- Show off, impress or persuade an audience.
- Reflect one‟s ethnic identity.
4. Bilingualism and Multilingualism
Wardhaugh (2006:96) defines monolingual as the ability use only one language, is such a
widely accepted norm in so many parts of the Western world that often assumed to be a worldwide phenomenon, to the extent that bilingual and multilingual may appear to be “unusual”.
Indeed, we have seen that someone is fluent in several languages, that many people are not
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“native” to the culture. Such people are likely to be immigrants, visitors, or children of mixed
marriage.
Valdes (2012:86) said that, multilingualism has been defined, depending on the level of
the competence and mastery of the languages spanning along a continuum. It favors a narrow
definition argue that in order to be considered multilingual, the person should have native or
native-like proficiency in each of the languages. In broader definition, bilingual and multilingual
communities view bilingualism “as a common human condition that makes it possible for an
individual to function, at some level, in more than one language. The key to this very broad and
inclusive definition of bilingualism is more than one”.
In some occasions it is difficult to distinguish languages from dialect among dialects
themselves. Wardhaugh (2006:97) states that attempts to distinguish people who are bilingual
from those who are bidialectal may fail. There may be some doubt that very many people are
actually bi- or even multi-dialectal. They may speak varieties which are distinctly different, but
whether each separate variety is genuinely a dialect depends on how one defines dialect, which
in not at all an easy matter to decide. In some cases, the bilingual-bidialectal distinction that
speakers make reflects social, cultural, and political aspiration or realities rather than any
linguistic reality.
In addition, Wardhaugh (2006:96) states that people who are bilingual or multilingual do
not necessarily have exactly the same abilities or varieties in the languages. There is some
situation may be exceptional. As Sridhar (1996:50) says,
“multilingualism involving balanced, native like command of all the languages in the repertoire
is rather uncommon. Typically, multilinguals have varying degrees of command of the different
repertoires. The differences in competence in the various languages might range from command
of a few lexical items, formulaic expressions such as greetings, and rudimentary conversational
skills all the way to excellent command of the grammar and vocabulary and specialized register
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and styles.‟ Sridhar adds: „Multilinguals develop competence in each of the codes to the extent
that they need it and for the contexts in which each of the languages is used.”
The context determines language choice. In some society which more than one language or
variety is used we must find out that uses what, when, and for what purpose. The language
choices are part of the identity that claimed.
An interesting example of multilingualism has been described by Wardhaugh (2006:9798) in his book that in Tukano, northwest Amazon, on the border between Colombia and Brazil
(Sorensen, 1971). The Tukano are multilingual because the men must marry outside their
language group; so, there is no man may have wife who speaks his language, for that kind of
marriage relationship is forbidden and would be viewed as a kind of incest if they do. Men
choose the women they marry from various neighboring ethnic group who speak other
languages. And on marriage, women move into the men‟s house. Consequently, in any village
several language are used; the language of the men, the various languages of the women, and
widespread regional language. Children are born into this multilingual environment; his/her
father speaks one language, his/her mother another language, and other woman with whom the
child has daily contact. Everyone in the community is interested in learning language, so most
people can speak most of the languages. In fact, multilingualism is so usual that the Tokano are
hardly conscious that they do speak different languages as they shift easily from one to another.
They cannot tell an outsider how many languages they speak, and must be suitably to which
languages they speak and to describe how well they speak each one. Multilingualism is a norm in
the community. This is the result from the pattern of the marriage and the tradition. The
communities are multilingual and no effort to suppress the variety of languages that are spoke.
Another bilingual situation has been described byWardhaugh (2006:98-99) in Paraguay
(Rubin, 1968). Because of the long isolation from Spain and the lack of Spanish-speaking
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population, an American Indian language, Guarani, has flourished in Paraguay to the extent that
today, it is the mother tongue of about 90% of the population and a second language of several
additional percent. So, Guarani as a national language and Spanish as the official language of
government and the medium of education with the less than 7% population; in recent years
Guarani used in primary education. In 1951 census just over half the population were bilingual in
Guarani and Spanish. So, the Spanish is less known language in Paraguay. In the capital city,
Asuncion, is almost entirely bilingual, but the further one goes into the countryside away and the
Guarani-speaking population becomes monolingual.
In addition, Fishman (1980) called this “extended diglossic” in which Spanish is the H
variety and Guarani the L variety. Because Spanish is the language that used on formal occasions
such as; in government business, in conversation with stranger who are well dressed, and in most
business transactions and the people use Guarani with friends, servants, when they jokes, and
most casual occasions. So, Spanish is the preferred language of the cities, but Guarani is
preferred in the countryside, and the lower class always uses it for just about every purpose in
rural areas.
5. SEBATIK ISLAND
Sebatik Island belongs to two countries that are Indonesia and Malaysia. The southern
part of Sebatik Island belongs to Indonesia and the northern belong to Malaysia. Sebatik Island is
located between Nunukan, the capital of Nunukan District in Indonesia and Tawau, the capital of
Tawau District in Malaysia. Geographically, this island located in coordinates 4010‟-4010‟10”
north latitude and 117054‟-117054‟09” longitude east. Most of the inhabitants are migrants who
came many places, mainly from South Sulawesi.
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As a place that is close to Tawau, economically, the condition of Sebatik economic
depends in Tawau. So, the inhabitants mostly go to Tawau to fulfill their principle commodity.
Most of them need to know their language (Malay) to interact with them. It can makes their
business deals easier. Sometimes, they mostly speak in malay with their business partner from
Sebatik because they used to. Most of the inhabitants are opting to find a job in there. It cannot
devoid that some of them married with the Malaysian.
Most of the Sebatik inhabitants are migrants who came from many places in Indonesia
that have worked in Malaysia. But they cannot disappearing their mother language and
vernacular language. It can cause their language influenced by malay. In interact with their
surroundings, they adapted to with whom they talk to, what purpose, it conditioned.
As a place that many ethnic group in one place, the inhabitants need to know at least two
languages to make them easier to interact with the others. There are some languages that used to
use by the inhabitants: Indonesian as the mother language; the vernacular language from each
ethnic groups (Bugis, Java, Dayak, Buton, NTT); Malay, the language that has influenced the
native language in Sebatik.
It is hardly to claim what is the native language in Sebatik. Because the mostly language
used in Sebatik is Indonesia which has been mixed with some of languages such as; Malay,
vernacular language. In the writer‟s view of the phenomena of language use in Sebatik, the
inhabitants mostly use their vernacular language and mix them with the other language. They put
the other language in their vernacular language.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter deals with research design, the subject of the research, an instrument of the
research, method of collecting data, and technique of analysis data.
A. Research Design
The writer used the descriptive qualitative method in order to answer the research
question. It is an appropriate method to do this research because it is about describing the
phenomenon of language choice in Sebatik. Hancock et al (2009:7) reveal that descriptive
qualitative research is concerned with the developing of social phenomena. Based on that
statement it will suitable to this research. It also uses strategies of inquiry such as narratives,
phenomenologist, ethnographies, grounded theory studies, or case studies. This method flexibled
to give the description of the phenomenon of language choice in Sebatik Island.
B. Subject of the Research
The writer focused in one village in Sebatik Island that is Aji Kuning, Sebatik Tengah
based on the education domain; the second grade of SMP Negeri 1 Sebatik Tengah, a teacher and
32 students. Most of the students and the teachers of SMP Negeri 1 Sebatik Tengah mostly use
some languages in their interaction, such as Malay, Bahasa, and vernacular language. So it could
accidentally happen in their study activity in choosing which language will be used.
The respondents of this research are the students and teachers of SMP Negeri 1 Sebatik
Tengah. For the student, the writer focused on 2nd grade and for the teacher; the writer focused
on the teacher of Bahasa Indonesia subject.
C. Instrument of the Research
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The instrument in this research used interview and observation. The interview and
observation were used to collect the data and the writer transcribed, classified and analyzed the
data based on the education domain.
D. Procedure of Collecting Data
In the procedure of collecting data that is used in this research divided into some steps,
they are:
1. The writer joined the class, observes and record what language will be used in the
class.
2. The writer observed and wrote down what language has been used.
3. The writer interviewed the teacher due to the interview guide.
4. The writer found the language choice due to the observation and interwiew guide.
5. The writer transcribed and analyzed the language choice based on education domain.

E. Technique of Data Analysis
After all of the data were obtained and in order to become acurate research, the writer
analyzed using the appropriate approach which has been used. In this researh used the
descriptive qualitative method which divided in some steps as follow:
1. Analyzed the term of language choice in multilingual society.
2. Analyzed the term of some branch of sociolinguistic which is related to language
choice.
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3. Analyzed the language used in the society of Aji Kuning, Sebatik Tengah based on
education domain.
4. Clasified the language choice based on the data which has been obtained.
5. Analyzed the language choice based on the data which has been obtained.
6. Concluded about the phenomenon of language choice in Sebatik in education domain.

CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION
This chapter consists on finding and discussion
A. FINDINGS
In this part, consist of the language choice of Sebatik society in education domain.
1. The Language Choice of Sebatik Society in Education Domain
In the education, the writer found the situation of Language Choice Sebatik society in
their interaction occurs the bilingual, multilingual, monolingual as personally, code switching
and code mixing, and diglossia among their conversation. The formal medium of instruction is
Indonesian. In fact, in the class they used Bahasa, Malay, and vernacular language among them.
In this part; the bold and italic words indicates as Bahasa L language and Malay that occured
among the conversations and the bold, italic, and underlined words indicated as the correction in
Bahasa.
Extract 1: The teacher gave the information to his student
Participant Utterances

Language

Teacher

Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh

Bahasa

Students

Wa‟alaikumsalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh

Bahasa

Oke! Untuk hari ini, Ibu Sarinah tidak sempat masuk hari
ini. Jadi, Ibu yang gantikan dulu.
Teacher
(Okay! For today, Ma’am Sarinah could not attend in the
class. So, I replace her for today.)
Iyya, Bu!!!
Students
(Yes, Ma’am!)
Notes: (L) = low language
(H) = high language
40

Bahasa
(L)+(H)
Bahasa
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Before the class started, Ibu Rohani as replacement teacher of Bahasa Indonesia subject
gave the information that Ibu Sarina could not attend the class. Based on the conversation above,
it showed that the teacher is diglossia when she switched the H language and L language in her
class such as “oke (okay)” in H language “baiklah (alrigth/well)” and following the H language.
In doing interaction with the students, the teacher mostly used Bahasa which showed she is
monolingual as personally.
Extract 2: The teacher gave the explanation about the subject
Participant Utterances
Perhatikan! Materi untuk hari ini, mendengarkan dan
menganalisis laporan.
Teacher
(Attention please! Today, The materials are listening and
analyze the report.)
Iyya, Bu.
Students
(Yes, Ma’am)
Buka halaman delapan belas (18)! Jadi untuk hari ini, Ibu
akan membacakan sebuah laporan perjalan, kemudian
siswa mendengarkan atau menyimak apa yang
Teacher
Ibubacakan.
(Have a look on the eighteen pages! So today, I will read
a trip report, then the student must listen and scrutinize of
what I will read.)
Iyya Bu.
Students
(Yes, Ma’am)
Jadi petunjuknya, sebelum Ibu bacakan laporan
perjalanannya, perhatikan petunjuknya!
Teacher
(So the instruction is, before I read the trip report, let you
see the instruction)
Notes: (H) = high language

Language
Bahasa
(H)
Bahasa
(H)

Bahasa
(H)

Bahasa
(H)
Bahasa
(H)

Based on the conversation above, the teacher mostly used Bahasa H language in giving
explanation which showed that she is monolingual as personally and the diglossia occurs in this
extract.
Extract 3: The student asked her friend to throw away the bubble gum from his mouth
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Participant Utterances
Permenmu!
Student A
(Your candy!)
Apa?
Student B
(What?)
Buangpermenmu!Gula-gula getahmu buang!
Student A
(Throw out you candy! Throw out your chewing gum)

Language
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa+
Malay

While the class was going on, there was a student who is chewing a chewing gum. She
spoke out loud to makes the teacher know about her friend attitude. Based on the conversation
above, it showed that the bilingual occurs in the education domain. In the beginning of the
conversation student A used Bahasa“Permenmu (your candy)” to reprimand her friend. Student
B said, “apa? (what?)” in consideration to showed he lied that did not listen to what she said. In
the last conversation, student A said, “Buang permenmu! Gula-gula getahmu buang!” in
Indonesian “Buangpermen karetmu!(Throw out your chewing gum)” It is showedthat she
mixed her language from Bahasa to Malayin consideration to makes clear what she said.
Extract 4: The teacher gave the instruction to close their textbook
Participant Utterances
Perhatikan dulu! Sekarang, tutup buku paketnya!
Teacher
(Attention please! Now, close the textbook!)
Adduh!
Student a
(Oh my!)
Awwah!
Student b
(Oh my!)
Aiii!
Student c
(Oh my!)
Ditutup! Selain Ibu, jangan ada yang bersuara!
Teacher
(Close it! Do not sound except me!)
Iyya, Bu!
Students
(Yes, Ma’am!)
Ibu akan membacakan sebuah laporan perjalanan.
Kemudian, siswa mencatat yang penting-penting saja!
Teacher
Oke, mulai?
(I will read the trip report. And then, the student writes
down the point of the report! Okay, start?)

Language
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa

Bahasa
(H) + (L)
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Before the teacher read the trip report, she asked the student to close their book. Based on
the conversation above, some students choose the different word to express the disaffection
expression. When the teacher asked them to close their textbook, student A said,
“adduh!”Adduh, commonly used in the situation when someone gets shocking hurt such as; get
stabbed. In the different word, student B said, “Awwah!”Awwah, commonly used in the
situation when someone dejected after doing something wrong such as; “awwah, kenapa begini
jadinya?!”. And the next word is “Aiii”, commonly used to express the confusing such as “aiii,
apa kau bikin ini?(oh my, what are you doing?)” In the last conversation, the same case that
happened in extract 1 occurs in this conversation. The teacher used the H language in her first
and second sentences and following L language in her last sentences. But “oke” in extract 1 has
a different purpose in using it with “oke” in extract 4. In extract 1, it was used to opened the
conversation and in extract 4, used to asking the student that are they ready because it is
following by a word, “mulai?” it is showed that the teacher is monolingual as personally and the
students are monolingual as personally.
Extract 5: The student asked her friend to keep quite
Participant Utterances
Tunggu dulu, Bu!
Student a
(Wait me, Ma’am!)
Di buku apa, Bu?
Student b
(Which book, Ma’am?)
Buku tugas!
Students
(The task book!)
Buku apa?
Student b
(What book?)
Buku Bahasa Inggris!
Student d
(English Book!)
Buku tugas!
Student c
(The task book!)

Language
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
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Student e
Student c

Bising ba!
(Too noisy!)
Diam-diamlah! Ribut semua juga ba!
(Please, keep silent! All of you are too noisy!)

Malay
Malay +
Bahasa

Before the teacher read the book, most of the student yelled each other, and some
students asked to the teacher by yelling. Some of them answered what they yelled about with the
yelling too. Based on the conversation above, some student used the Bahasa and some of them
used Malay, it showed that monolingual and bilingual occurs in this conversation. As what
student C said, “Diam-diamlah! Ribut semua juga ba.” In Bahasa, “Diam!Ribut semua.” In
Malay, prefix “lah” often used in daily conversation. “Ba” is augmentation in Malay such as
“ji,mi” in Makassarese. She is even did code mixing at the same time. However, student E is
monolingual as personally, she said, “Bising ba!” in Bahasa“ribut”.
Extract 6: The student’s interruptions while the teacher read the book
Participant Utterances
Bu! Laju-laju, Bu!
Student a
(Ma’am! Be rapidly, Ma’am!)
Bu! Ulang, Bu!
Student b
(Ma’am! Repeat it, Ma’am)
Santai saja, Bu!
Student c
(Be more relax, Ma’am!)
Pelan-pelan, Bu!
Student d
(Be slowly, Ma’am!)
Relax, slow! Baca satu-satu, Bu! A, B,
C…
Student e
(Relax, just slow! Read it one by one,
Ma’am! Like A,B,C…)
Diam!
Teacher
(Keep silent!)
Ulang, Bu!
Students
(Repeat it, Ma’am)
Aduh, Bu! Tunggu sekejap ba, Bu!
Student a
(Please, Ma’am! Wait me for a moment,
Ma’am!)

Language
Malay + Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
English+ Malay +
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa + Malay
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While the teacher was reading the textbook, some students could not get the idea of what
the teacher read. So, when the teacher stopped reading, some student makes some noise and
some of them asked the teacher to repeat it. Based on the conversation above, code mixing
occured in the first conversation; when student A said, “laju-laju, Bu!” in Indonesian “cepatcepat, Bu”. In Malay, commonly used“laju”, in Bahasa, commonly used“cepat”. Laju and cepat
related to movement. Often, we confused in using it. We mostly used the word “mobil itu
mempunyai kecepatan 40km/jam”, the correct one is “mobil itu mempunyai kelajuan
40km/jam”. Kecepatancan be used in a sentence such as, “mobil itu mempunyai
kecepatan40km/jam menuju arah Utara”. So, the difference between “laju” and “cepat” is the
purpose of direction. The same case occurs when student A said, “Tunggu sekejap ba, Bu!” in
Indonesian “Tunggu sebentar, Bu!” Code switching also occured in this conversation, when
student E said, “Relax, slow! Baca satu-satu, Bu!” in Indonesian “Santai, pelan-pelan!
Bacasatu per satu, Bu!”It showed that the student A and E are bilingual.
Extract 7: The student asked her friend to listen to the teacher well
Participant Utterances
Meliat apa,,, Bu? Bu!
Student a
(See what,,, Ma’am? Ma’am!
Gua Batu! Makanya dengar ba!!!
Student b
(Stone Cave! So, please! Listen to the teacher well!)

Language
Bahasa
(L)
Bahasa +
Malay

Some students sometimes could not listening well what the teacher read. Based on the
conversation above, student A said, “meliat apa,,, Bu?” It showed that she is diglossia when she
used the L language, “meliat” in H language “melihat”. When student B answered the student
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A, she mixed with the augmentation “ba”. The same cases that happened in extract 5 and 6. The
augmentation “ba” functioned as pressing.
Extract 8: The student report to the teacher that her friend was cheating
Participant Utterances
Bu! Da liat buku, Bu!
Student a
(Ma’am! He looks the textbook, Ma’am!)
E orang liat soal kah.
Student b
(Noo, I am looking the question!)

Language
Bahasa + vernacular
language (Papua dialect)
Bahasa + vernacular
language (Papua dialect)

In this conversation, when student A said, “Da” in Bahasa“Dia”, it showed that she used
her mother tongue and she mix with the Bahasa L language “liat” in H language “lihat”. In
addition, when student B said, “E”, in their daily conversation mostly used “E”. In difference
cases when student B said, “Kah” following by his dialect. It showed that they are bilingual.
Extract 9: The student asks his friend to stop disturb her
Participant Utterances
Tak payah ba!
Student a
(Please, do not!)

Language
Malay

Based on the conversation above, when student A said, “Tak payah ba!” in
Bahasa“Tidak usah!” It showed that the student is monolingual as personally. The augmentation
“ba” here mean that she really did not want to get some annoyance and functioned as pressing.

Extract 10: The student reprimanded to her friend
Participant Utterances
Tampar ni orang satu ni! Kurang ajar betul! Kenapa kau
Student a ketawa?!
(I will slap you! Too insolent! Why do you laugh?!)

Language
Malay +
Bahasa
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Based on the conversation above, it showed that the student is bilingual and mixed and
switched her language. When she said, “Tampar ni orang satu ni!” In Malay mostly used “ni”
and “orang satu” as a direct clearance to the related people, in Bahasa mostly used “kau” such
as “Ku tampar kau”. For the example: in Sebatik (Malay) “apa juga ni satu anak ni?” and
(Bahasa) “apa juga kau itu?(what is wrong with you?)”. In addition, when she said, “Kurang
ajar betul” in Bahasa“Kurang ajar sekalior sangat kurang ajar”, In Bahasa mostly used
“betul” to show the adjective after too, so, very, etc and Bahasa mostly used “sekali and
sangat”. She switched her language to Bahasa at the last of her utterance, “kenapa kau ketawa”.
Extract 11: The student asked a question to her teacher
Participant Utterances
Student a Pokok-pokoknya syak, kan Bu? Pokok-pokok ceritanya.
(Just the point, is not it Ma’am? Just the point)
Teacher
Iyya.
(Yes.)

Language
Malay +
Bahasa
Bahasa

Based on the conversation above, when student A said, “Pokok-pokoknya syak, kan
Bu?” in Bahasa“Pokok-pokok ceritanya saja, ia kan Bu?” it showed that she mixed her
language. In Malay“syak” means “saja or sahaja(just)” in Bahasa. It could be concluded that
the student is bilingual.
Extract 12: The teacher asked her student to have a discussion with their seatmate
Participant Utterances
Jadi, yang sebentar dikumpul adalah kesimpulan atau inti
dari laporan perjalanan 50 Hari Pertualangan di Tanah
Teacher
Papua.(So, the conclusion or the point of the trip of The
Adventure in Land of Papua in 50 Days will be collected
later.)

Language
Bahasa
(H)
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Student a

Yes, Bu.

English +
Bahasa

Student b

Yes, Madam.

English

Based on the conversation above, the teacher showed the diglossic situation when she
used the Indonesian H language in giving instruction to her student. Differ from her student,
when student A said, “Yes, Bu”, he mixed his language with “Bu”. Another side, student B said,
“Yes, Madam.” It showed that the student A did a code mixing.
Extract 13: The student told the teacher that some of them were cheated
Participant Utterances
Bu! Ica buka bukunya di laci, Bu.
Student a
(Ma’am! Ica looks her textbook in his drawer, Ma’am)
Haiii!
Student b
(Noo!!!)
Siapa?
Student c
(Who?)
Bu! Buku paket dikumpul semua syak alang-alang, Bu!
Student b
(Ma’am! Just collect the textbook, Ma’am!)
Ia, Bu! Kumpullah, Bu!
Student a
(Yes, Ma’am! Just collect it, Ma’am)
Kumpullah syak semua, Bu!
Student b
(Just collect all of them, Ma’am!)
Iyya, Bu!
Student a
(Yes, Ma’am!)
Kau ndak mau kumpulkah?
Student d
(You do not want collect it, do you?)
Kumpul bikin apa?
Student e
(What for?)
Kalian kenapa juga bising betul?
Student f
(Why all of you so noisy?)
Oke! Dengarkan dulu namanya!
Teacher
(Okay! Listen to your name first!)

Language
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa +
Malay
Bahasa +
Malay
Bahasa +
Malay
Bahasa
Bahasa (L)
Bahasa +
Malay
Bahasa +
Malay
Bahasa
(L)+(H)

Based on the conversation above, student B mixed his language when he said, “Buku
paket dikumpul semua syak alang-alang, Bu!” in Bahasa“Buku paket dikumpul semua saja
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sekalian, Bu!” In Malay, alang-alangcould also means gampang/enteng (easy)andlebih
baik/lebih bagus (better). It depended on its sentence context such as “alang-alang syak itu,
nantilah dikerjakan (this is easy, we can do it later)” which means “gampang saja itu,
sebentar dikerjakan”. In additions, when student A said, “kumpul bikinapa? In Bahasa“Buat
apa dikumpul?” or “Kenapa mau dikumpul?”, and student F said, “Kalian kenapa juga bising
betul?” in Bahasa“Kalian kenapa juga ribut sekali?”. The same case which happened inextracts
10. In difference cases when he said, “haiii!!!” which means to express his self defense, do not
mean to greeting. A diglossic situation also occured when student A and B said, “kumpullah”.
In Sebatik society, we used prefix “-lah” in doing communication with some older than us, its
sound more polite. In addition, when student E said, “kau ndak mau kumpulkah?” in H language
“kau tidak mau kumpulkah?” and when the teacher said, “Oke! Dengarkan dulu namanya!” in
H language “Baiklah! Dengarkan dulu namanya!”. It could be concluded that they are
bilingual.
Extract 14: The student’s utterances while the teacher took attendances
Participant Utterances
Teacher
Students
Student a
Student b
Student c

Language

Alan!
Pindah, Bu!
(Move away, Ma’am!)
Bu! Tiga kali sudah pindah, Bu!
(Ma’am! It has been three times he transferred, Ma’am!)
Apa juga budak satu ini?!
(What is your problem?!)
Diam, ba!
(Please, keep silent!)

Student d

Engkalinga wek!
(Listen it well!)

Student e

Iyya kan!
(Is not it!)

Bahasa
Bahasa (L)
Bahasa +
Malay
Bahasa +
Malay
Vernacular
language
(buginesse)
Bahasa
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Based on the conversation above, when student A said, “Tiga kali sudah pindah, Bu.” in
H language “Sudah tiga kali pindah,Bu.” Itshowed that student A was doing diglossic situation,
in Sebatik mostly used “sudah” at the last sentence such as “ada sudah?” in H language
“sudah ada”. In addition when student E said, “Ia kan!” in Sebatik society mostly use “ia kan”
to justification that what the people said is right and as confirmation. A bilingual and code
mixing situations occured which the same case occured in section 1 extract 10 when student B
said, “Apa juga budak satu ini” in Bahasa“apa jugakau itu” or “kenapa juga kau itu”. In
addition when student C said, “Diam, ba!” in Bahasa“Tolong diam”, augmentation “Ba” here
means to begging someone. Student D is monolingual as personally when he said,“Engkalinga
wek!” in Bahasa“Dengarkan itu!”
Extract 15: The student interruption before the teacher asked some questions
Participant Utterances
Oke! Sekarang Ibu kasih kesempatan, sebelum ibu
mengajukan pertanyaan…
Teacher
(Okay! Now, I give the chances, before I ask some
questions…)
Asyik!
Student a
(Yeahhh!)
Ibu kasih pertanyaan, Bu?
Student b
(You give the question, Ma’am?
Baca satu kali lagi!
Student a
(Read once more!)
Buat pertanyaan kah Bu?
Student c
(Makes the question, Ma’am?)
Buat-buat-buat-buat
Student a
(Make it-make it-make it-make it)
Adoi!
Student d
(Oh, nooo!)
Perhatikan!
Teacher
(Listen!)
Students

(Makes some noise)

Student e

Diamlah!
(Just shut up!)

Language
Bahasa
(L)+(H)
Bahasa
Bahasa
(L)
Bahasa +
Malay
Bahasa
Bahasa
Malay
Bahasa

Bahasa +
Malay
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Teacher

Perhatikan! Sebelum Ibu mengajukan pertanyaan, baca
kembali kesimpulan laporan yang telah kalian tulis!
(Listen! Before I give some questions, read the conclusion
which you wrote down again!)

Bahasa
(H)

Based on the conversation above, when the teacher said, “oke” in H language “baiklah”
following by H language, it showed that she was doing a diglossic situation. In addition, when
student B said, “kasih” in H language “beri”. At the last conversation she chooses H language
in giving instruction. In different case, when student A said, “baca satu kali lagi” in
Bahasa“baca sekali lagi”, it showed that he mixed his language. In Melayu mostly used “satu”
when express amount which start with “satu”, for the examples; “satu ringgit” in
Bahasa“seringgit”, “satu ribu” in Bahasa“seribu”, “satu biji” in Bahasa“sebiji”, etc. Student
E also mixed the word with “lah” when she said,”Diamlah!”. In this conversation, when
student D said, “adoi!” it showed that he is monolingual as personally. In Malay mostly used
“adoi” in disaffection expression, it also could be means “huuu” in Bahasa when someone gets
yells.
Extract 16: The teacher askedthe student to close their book
Participant Utterances
Oke, sekarang, tutup bukunya masing-masing!
Teacher
(Okay, now, close your book!)
Kumpul syak, Bu! Nanti ada yang main culas tu, Bu.
Student a (Just collect it, Ma’am! There will be cheating later,
Ma’am.)
Iyya, Bu!
Student b
(Yes, Ma’am!)

Language
Bahasa
(L)
Malay +
Bahasa
Bahasa

Based on the conversation above, when student A said, “Kumpul syak, Bu!” it showed
that he mixed his language with the word “syak” in Bahasa“saja” and following by his next
expression “nanti ada yang main culas tu, Bu.” In Bahasa“nanti ada yang main curang, Bu.”
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In Melayu mostly used “culas” and in Bahasa mostly used “curang”. In Malay“tu” mostly
used as “ba” and have a same position as pressing and also could be means joking about what
someone said, such as “ialah tu”. So, it depended on the sentence context such as when we gave
an appreciation to someone, we said, “macam tulah” in Bahasa means “begitu”.
Extract 17: The teacher asked some question to her students
Participant Utterances
Sekarang, Ibu akan mengajukan pertanyaan.
Teacher
(Now, I will give some questions.)
Bu! Main culas dia, Bu!
Student a
(Ma’am! He is cheating, Ma’am!)
Perhatikan! Ibu akan mengajukan pertanyaan! Siapa yang
bisa jawab angkat tangannya!
Teacher
(Listen! I will give some question! Who can answer it,
raise your hand!)
Bisa dobol-dobolkah Bu?
Student a
(Can we do it double, Ma’am?)
Pertanyaan nomor satu, ini mengenai tentang laporan yang
tadi Ibu bacakan.
Teacher
(Question number one, it is about the report which I read
it before.)
Ia, Bu!
Students
(Yes, Ma’am!)
Oke, pertanyaan nomor satu.
Siapa yang melakukan perteluangan ke Tanah Papua?
Teacher
(Okay, question number one. Who is going to the trip in
Land of Papua?)
Tim jejak petualang!
Students
(Adventure Trip Team)
Pertanyaan ke dua!
Teacher
Kapan pertualangan di Tanah Papua…
(Second question! When is the trip in Land of Papua?)
Saya, Bu! Saya, Bu! Saya, Bu!
Students
(Me, Ma’am! Me, Ma’am! Me, Ma’am!)
Students

27 April!!!
(April 27th!!!)

Teacher

Erwinsyah!

Language
Bahasa
Malay +
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa +
Malay
Bahasa

Bahasa

Bahasa

Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
Bahasa
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Erwinsyah

27 April…
(April 27th…)

Bahasa

Student a

Tengok buku!!!
(Looks the book!!!)

Bahasa
+ Malay

Students

Aaaa
(Boo)

Student b

Saya, Bu!Saya, Bu!
(Me, Ma’am! Me, Ma’am!)

Bahasa

Student c

Bu!!! Aku, Bu!!!
(Ma’am!!! Me, Ma’am!!!)

Bahasa

Student d

Bu!!! Cancel, Bu!!!
(Ma’am!!! Cancel, Ma’am!!!)

Bahasa+
English

Student e

27 April sampai 3 Juni…
(April 27th till June 3rd…)

Bahasa

Students

Sampai 3 Juni… 2016
(till June 3rd… 2016)

Bahasa

Student f

Teacher

Students
Teacher
Student a
Ridho
Students

Aiii diajar…
(Come on, being taught…)
27 April – 3 Juni 2016.
0ke, selanjutnya!
Apa tujuan mengadakan pertualangan di Tanah Papua?
(April 27th – June 3rd 2016.)
(Okay, next! What is the purpose of doing the trip in Land
of Papua?)
Saya, Bu!!! Saya, Bu!!!
(Me, Ma’am!!! Me, Ma’am!!!)

Bahasa

Bahasa
(L)+(H)

Bahasa

Ridho, Ridho!!!
Aku ba, Bu!
(Me, please Ma’am!)
Ingin mencari tahu tentang keanekeragaman dan adatistiadat yang ada di Papua.
(To know about the variety and ethnicity of Papua)
Betul!!! Salah!!!
(True!!! False!!!)

Bahasa+
Malay
Bahasa
(H)
Bahasa

Teacher

Selanjutnya!
(Next!)

Bahasa

Student a

Endak papa liat buku kah?
(Can we look the book?)

Bahasa
(L)
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Student b

Teacher

Student a

Endak boleh!
(You cannot!)
Dengar ya! Endak boleh!
Apa yang menarik di Waegeyo?
(Listen! Cannot!)
(What is the attraction of Waegeyo?)
Gua batu kuno yang ada di…
(Stone Cave in….)

Bahasa
(L)
Bahasa
(L)
Bahasa

Student b

Auuu!!! Lupa, lupa, lupa…
(Boo!!! Forget, forget, forget….)

Students

Huuuu
(Boo)

Student c

Bu! Saya, Bu!
(Ma’am! Let me, Ma’am!)

Bahasa

Student d

Hei! Belum selesai si Ain!
(Hey! Ain is not finished it yet!)

Bahasa +
Malay

Teacher

Ain dulu, Ain! Yang lain diam!
(Ain first, Ain! Please be quite!)

Bahasa

Ridho

Student a

Teacher

Ridho

Teacher
Students

Bu, kalau Ain endakbisa?!
(Ma’am, if Ain could not?!)
Adalah Gua Batu Kuno yang ada di Waegeyo pada zaman
batu Kuno.
(is the Ancient Stone Cave in Waegeyo in ancient stone
age.)
Kurang tepat ya, Ain. Yang lain lagi. siapa?
(Not fully correct, Ain. Anyone else. Who?)
Yang menarik di Waegeyo itu, terdapat cagar alam dengan
berbagai spesies endemic dan terdapat juga zaman Batu
Kuno.
(The attraction of Waegeyo is, there are wild life with
variety of endemic species and the Ancient Stone age.)
Oke, selanjutnya!
Di mana letak Waegeyo?
(Okay, next! Where is the Waegeyo?)
Papua Barat, Bu!
(West Papua, Ma’am)

Bahasa

Bahasa
(L)
Bahasa

Bahasa

Bahasa

Bahasa
Bahasa

Student a

Tepoklah sikit,ouyyy!
(Clap your hand please!!!)

Malay

Student d

Tepoklah sikit!
(Clap your hand please!)

Malay
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Teacher

Selanjutnya!
Mengapa…? Perhatikan!
(Next! Why…? Listen!)

Students

Makes some noises.

Student a

Teacher

Student a

Teacher

Students

Teacher

Student a

Diam ba, aiii!!!
(Please be quite, please!)
Mengapa perjalanan ke Bintuni sangat menarik dan
menantang?
(Why the trip to the Bintuni is very interesting and
challenging?)
Karena geografisnya berbukit-bukit.
(Because geographically, it is hilly.)
Pertanyaan selanjutnya.
Di mana mereka dapat melihat keindahan pesisir pantai?
(Next question. Where they can see the beautiful view of
the beach?)
Papua, Bu.
Waegeyo, Bu.
Kaimana, Bu
(Papua, Ma’am)
(Waegeyo, Ma’am.)
(Kaimana, Ma’am)
Ia di Kaimana.
Pertanyaan terakhir!
Apa yang diperoleh dari pertualangan di Tanah Papua?
(Right, in Kaimana.
Last Question!
What they got from the trip in Land of Papua?)
Mengeksplorasi keanekaragaman adat istiadat dan
keindahan alam di Tanah Papua.
(explored the variety of ethnicity and the beauty of Land of
Papua’s nature.)

Bahasa

Bahasa +
Malay
Bahasa

Bahasa

Bahasa

Bahasa

Bahasa

Bahasa

Based on the conversation above, it can be found that the teacher in giving some
questions mostly used Bahasa H language. However, she sometime mixed it with L language in
started the next questions, as shown when she said, “oke” in H language “baiklah”. The student
mostly used Bahasa in answered the question, but they mixed it with Malay in interrupting about
the other things or having chitchat with their friend. Such as when student A reported to the
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teacher that her friend was cheating, she said, “main culas dia, Bu!” in Bahasa“curang dia,
Bu!”; when she asked a question to the teacher, she said, “bisa dobol-dobolkah, Bu?” in
Bahasa“bisa dua kalikah, Bu” or “bisa terulang-ulangkah, Bu?”; when she thought her friend
was cheating and yelling, “tengok buku!!!” in Bahasa“lihat buku”; when she begged the teacher
to give her answered the question, “Aku ba, Bu” in Bahasa“saya saja, Bu”; when she said, ”dak
papa liat bukukah?” in Bahasa“tidak apa-apa lihat bukukah?” ; and when she said, “diam ba”
in Bahasa“diam”. In addition, students D choose to mixed with English, “cancel” in
Bahasa“batal”. In this conversation the word “cancel” mostly used in Malay to express
cancelled. When student A and D gave an applause for their friend, they used Malay; they said,
“tepoklah sikit” inBahasa“tepuk tangan”. When student D said, “Belum selesai si Ain” in
Bahasa“ Belum selesai Ain”, in Malay mostly used “si” to refers to the someone and mostly
followed the name of that people, in Bahasa sometimes used “si” when the name of that people
is unknown or the name of those with whom the speaker is intimate; such as “si penerima (the
receiver)”, “bagian untuk si anak (for the child)”, “si kecil (the little)”, “si terhukum (the
condemned )”, etc.
a. The teacher talked to the student.
The teacher mostly used Bahasa H language when she giving the information as
shown in extract 1, giving explanation about the subject as shown in extract 2, giving
the instruction as shown in extract 4, extract 12 and 16, ask the student to keep quite
as shown in extract 6, answering the student‟s question about the subject in extract
11, before she give some question as shown in extract 15 at the last of the
conversation, and in giving some questions about the subject materials to the student
as shown in extract 17. However, she sometimes switched the Bahasa, from the L
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language to the Indonesian H language when she opened his information as shown in
extract 1 with “oke”following the H language. The same cases occur when she want
to start read the trip report at the last of the conversation as shown in extract 4, when
she want to takes the attendance of the student as shown in extract 13 at the last of the
conversation, when she want to start her instruction as shown in extract 15 at the first
conversation and in extract 16 at the first conversation, and as shown in extract in
extract 17 when she start the first question and the third question. In addition, she
mixed Indonesian H language with L language as shown in extract 17 when she
said,” Dengar ya! Endak boleh!” in H language “Dengar ya! Tidak boleh!” It
showed that she is monolingual, diglossia, and sometimes switched and mixed her
language.
b. The student talked to the teacher
Based on the description above the student mostly used Bahasa when
communicates with the teacher. However sometimes they mixed Bahasa H language
with Indonesian L language, Bahasa with Malay, and Bahasa with their vernacular
language.
They mostly used Bahasa in responds the information from the teacher as shown
in extract 1, in responds about the subject explanation as shown in extract 2, in
responds to the teacher instruction as shown in extract 4, inasking the teacher about
which book they need to used as shown by student A, B, and C in extract 5, in
interruptingwhile the teacher reads the trip report as shown by student B, C, and D in
extract 6, in reporting that some of them were cheated as shown by student C in
extract 13, in answering the teacher question about their friend as shown by student E
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in extract 14, in interruption before the teacher ask some question as shown by
student C in extract 15, and in answering the question about the trip report as shown
by Erwinsyah, student E, Ridho, student A, student F, in extract 17.
They sometimes mixed the Bahasa H language with L language when theyasking
the teacher to repeat the reading as shown by student A in extract 7, giving the
explanation their friend as shown by student A in extract 14, interrupting before the
teacher ask some question as shown by student B in extract 15, and asking the teacher
to gives the permission to look the textbook as shown by student A and asking the
teacher to give him the chances answering the question as shown by student E in
extract 17.
They sometimes mixed Bahasa with Malay when they interrupting while the
teacher reads the trip report as shown by student A and E in extract 6, asking the
question about the task as shown by student A in extract 11, asking the teacher to
collect their textbook as shown by student A, B, E, and F in extract 13; in addition, as
shown by student A in extract 16, report to the teacher that their friend was cheating
as shown by student A in extract 17, asking the teacher that is she could answering
the question twice as shown by student A in extract 17, and asking the teacher to give
her chance to answer the question as shown by student A in extract 17.
There is one student used Bahasa mixed with her vernacular language (Papua
dialect) when she report to the teacher that her friend was cheating as shown by
student A in extract 8
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In addition there are students used English when they responding to the teacher‟s
instruction as shown by student A and B in extract 12, as shown by student E in
extract 6, and as shown by student D in extract 17.
c. The students talked among them
They mostly mixed Bahasawith Malay when they communicate each other.
However, sometimes they sometimes used Bahasa, Malay, andsome of them used
their vernacular language.
They used Bahasawhen they giving the explanation to their friend about what
book will be used as shown in extract 5, asking her friend to collect his textbook as
shown by student E in extract 13, and interrupting while their friend answer the
question as shown by students B and F in extract 17.
They used Malay when yelling about the situation of the class is too noisy as
shown by student E in extract 5, asking her friend to stop disturb her as shown by
student A in extract 9, and giving applause to their friend as shown by student A and
B in extract 17.
They mixed Bahasa with Malay when student A asking her friend to throw away
his chewing gum as shown by student A in extract 3, asking her friends to keep quite
as shown by student C in extract 5, as shown by student F in extract 13, as shown by
student C in extract 14, as shown by student E in extract 15, and as shown by student
A in extract 17, asking her friend to listen to the teacher well as shown by student B
in extract 7, reprimand to her friend as shown in extract 10, dejecting his friend when
she ask him to collect his textbook as shown by student E in extract 13, asking her
friend to stop disturb her as shown by student B in extract 14, asking his friend to
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read their conclusion once again as shown in by student A in extract 15, defense her
friend to give her chance to answer the question well as shown by student D in extract
17. In addition, there are some student used their vernacular language as shown by
student B in extract 8 and as shown by student D in extract 14.
Based on the description above, the teacher mostly used Bahasa H language when she
interacted with the student, the student mostly used Bahasa and Malay when they interacted with
the teacher, and the student mostly used Bahasa and Malay when they interacted each other and
used their vernacular language among them. It can be concluded that as the society they are
multilingual.
B. DISCUSSION
This part extends the interpretation of the situation Language Choice in Sebatik Society
in education domain through interview then will be followed directly by the explanation about
the result of the observation.
Based on the data which was obtained, the situation of language used showed that the
phenomenon of language choice occured, Bahasa as the formal medium instruction, the teacher
mostly used Indonesian H language when she interact with the student, the student mostly used
Bahasa and Malay when they interact with the teacher, and the student mostly used Bahasa and
Malay when they interact each other and used their vernacular language among them.Valentino
(2013) found, in his education domain showed English as the formal medium instruction because
their major study is English Language Education, most of the participant spoke English to their
lecture, some of them used English and Bahasa when communicate to their lecture.
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Based on data analysis, the Sebatik society which focused at SMP Negeri 1 Sebatik
Tengah is diglossia. It can be seen on the data analysis that showed the roles the High and Low
varieties as Holmes (2013: 27) states that diglossia has three crucial features:
a. Two distinct varieties of the same language are used in the community, with one
regarded as a high (H) variety and low (L) variety. The two varieties are linguistically
related, the relationship is closer in some cases than others.
b. Each variety is used for variety quite function. H and L complement each other. Most
of the vocabulary of H and L is the same.
c. No one used the H variety in daily conversation. For example in school, it taught and
for very formal interaction.
Based on the data analysis, the Sebatik society education domain mostly used Bahasa,
Malay and sometimes used vernacular language in communicate among them. It showed that
they sometimes mixed it or even switched it. As Holmes (2013:36-37) states that code mixing
and code switching may happen because of situation, topic, and social reason.
a. Situation: when there is an obvious change in the situation or to hide information
from a third participant.
b. Topic: achieve a better explanation of a certain concept.
c. Social reason: Signal solidarity and reduce social distance, increase social distance,
show off; impress or persuade an audience, and reflect one‟s ethnic identity.
Based on data analysis, the Sebatik society in education domain is bilingual. As
Wardhaugh (2006:96) states that some is fluent in several languages, that many people are not
native to the culture. Such people are likely to be immigrant, visitors, and children of mixed
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marriage. In addition, Valdes (2012:86) states that, bilingual and multilingual communities view
bilingualism as a common human condition that makes it possible for an individual to function,
at some level, in more than one language. It is related with the Sebatik Island condition, and the
student‟s background. In addition, based on the result of interview, it said thatbecause they
inclined to use Malay. And most of them, their parent live in Malaysia, but their child school at
here. So indeed, the influence of Malay is too strong. So, we ask the student to minimize using
Malay.It indicated language choice occurs in bilingual community.
Based on the discussion above, it can be concluded that phenomenon of language choice
in Sebatik which focus at SMP Negeri 1 Sebatik Tengah is occurs; they mostly used Bahasa,
Malay, and sometimes used their vernacular language among them; and as diglossia and
multilingual community.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
This chapter extends the conclusion and suggestion based on the finding and discussion
of the data analysis.
A. Conclusions
Based on the finding and discussion in the previous chapter, the writer concluded that
Phenomenon of Language Choice in Sebatik which focused at SMP Negeri 1 Sebatik in
education domain was occured. It explained in several ways specifically and generally in
Phenomenon of Language Choice in Sebatik (Malaysia-Indonesia border). It put forwarded some
conclusion as follows:
1. The Language Choice in Sebatik society in education domain.
The teacher gives the information to his student, The teacher gives the explanation about the
subject, The student ask her friend to throw away the bubble gum from his mouth, The
teacher give the instruction to close their textbook, The student asked her friend to keep quiet,
The student‟s interruptions while the teacher reading the book, The student asked her friend to
listen to the teacher well, The student report to the teacher that her friend was cheating, The
student asks her friend to stop disturb her, The student reprimand to her friend, The student
asked a question to her teacher, and The teacher asked her student to having discussion with
their seatmate. The student told the teacher that some of them were cheated, The student‟s
utterances while the teacher takes attendances, The student interruption before the teacher
asked some questions, and The teacher ask the student to close their book. The teacher asks
some question to her students. The situation of language use in phenomenon of language
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choice in Sebatik occur the bilingual, multilingual, monolingual as personally, diglossia, code
switching and code mixing among their conversation.
It can be concluded that phenomenon of language choice in Sebatik which focused at
SMP Negeri 1 Sebatik Tengah was occured; they mostly used Bahasa, Malay, and sometimes
used their vernacular language among them; and as diglossia and multilingual community. The
data indicated that they mostly used Bahasa and Malay, and sometimes they used their
vernacular language among them.
B. Suggestions
The writer proposed some suggestions as follows:
1. In choosing which language will be used, do not ever forget your mother tongue, it is
shows your identity.
2. Since the writer identified The Phenomenon of Language Choice in Sebatik
(Indonesia-Malaysia border) that it is related to Language Shift, which are
categorized as linguistic phenomena. So it can be compared and make the research
and the data much better.

APPENDICES
Appendix I: Transcription
In the education domain, it takes place at SMP Negeri 1 Sebatik Tengah, in the class of
second grade, 25th July 2017. The duration of the recording is 51:06 minutes which divided in
three sections, section 1: giving explanation, section 2: giving assignment and section 3: giving
questions.
Section 1: Giving Explanation
Ibu Rohani as replacement teacher of Bahasa Indonesia. She came in to the class with the
textbook in her hand. She wore a pink hijab, pink shirt, and black skirt. After she put the
textbook on the table and sitdown. And the student, the men wore the white blue uniform with
symbol of Indonesia at the right arm of their shirt, blue necktie, and short blue trouser. The
women, some of them wore the white hijab, white long arm shirt with symbol of Indonesia at the
right arm of their shirt, blue necktie, and long blue skirt and some of them wore white short arm
shirt with symbol of Indonesia at the right arm of their shirt, blue necktie, and short blue skirt.
The chairman of the class is a woman wore the white hijab, white long arm shirt with symbol of
Indonesia at the right arm of their shirt, blue necktie, and long blue skirt said, “Seluruhnya! Siap,
gerak!” (Fellows! Ready, go!). All of the student stand up and the teacher stand up, she said,
“Beri salam kepada Ibu guru!” (Greeting to the teacher!) and they said, “Assalamua‟laikum
warahmatullahi wabarakatu”. The teacher answered, “Wa‟alaikumsalam warahmatullahi
wabarakatu”. After all of student and the teacher sit down, she continue her next instruction,
“Sebelum kita belajar, marilah kita berdoa menurut iman dan kepercayaan kita masing-masing!”
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(Before we study, lets pray acording to our faith and beliefe!). They bow for some minutes and
after that, she said, “Berdoa selesai!” (Praying is done!).
Extract 1: The teacher gave the information to his student
Ibu Rohani as replacement teacher of Bahasa Indonesia, she walked to the front of the
class and gives the information that Ibu Sarinah could not attend in the class. First she said,
“Assalamua‟laikum warahmatullahi wabarakatu”. And the student answered, “Wa‟alaikumsalam
warahmatullahi wabarakatu”. There were some student who make some noice at the back of
class. And she looked at them and said, “Yang dibelakang!” (The back one!). The student silent
and look to her. After all of the student were ready, she said, “Oke! Untuk hari ini, Ibu Sarinah
tidak sempat masuk hari ini. Jadi, Ibu yang gantikan dulu”. (Okay! For today, Ma’am Sarinah
could not attend in the class. So, I replace her for today). The student answered it at once,”Ia
Bu!!!” (Yes, Ma’am!!!)
Extract 2: The teacher gave the explanation about the subject
After the teacher gave the information, she took her textbook and opened it, and told to
her student, “Perhatikan! Materi untuk hari ini, mendengarkan dan menganalisis laporan”.
(Attention please! Today, The materials are listening and analyze the report.) and some students
said, “Ia, Bu!” (Yes, Ma’am) with the low voice. The teacher continue her explanation, “Buka
halaman delapan belas (18)! Jadi untuk hari ini, Ibu akan membacakan sebuah laporan perjalan,
kemudian siswa mendengarkan atau menyimak apa yang Ibu bacakan!” (Open the eighteen
pages! So for today, I will read a trip report, then the student listening and scrutinize what will I
read!). So, the student open their textbook. After the student have it, she continue her
explaination, “Jadi petunjuknya, sebelum Ibu bacakan laporan perjalanannya, perhatikan
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petunjuknya! Satu. Dengarkan laporan perjalanan 50 hari berpetualang di Tanah Papua.” (So the
instruction is, before I reads the trip report, see the instruction! One. Listening to the report of
50 days trip in Land of Papua.) While the teacher is giving explanation there is a student who is
chewing a candy. The teacher continue her explanation and ask the student to listen carefully,
“Simak baik-baik ya! Dua. Sambil mendengarkan catatlah pokok-pokok laporan perjalanan yang
dibacakan gurumu! Yang ketiga. Diskusikan pokok-pokok laporan perjalanan yang telah dicatat!
Empat. Kumpulkan hasil diskusimu kepada Gurumu! Jadi perhatikan, boleh berdiskusi dengan
teman sebangku.” (Listen carefully! Two. While listening, write down the point of the report
which will be read by your teacher! The third. Discuss the point of the trip report which has been
wrote down. Four. Collect the result of your discussion with your seatmate. So, listen! You can
have a discussion with your seatmate. ) After she gave explanation about the subject, she asked
her student to prepare their taskbook, “Jadi, sekarang siapkan buku tugasnya!” (So, now prepare
your taskbook!)
Extract 3: The student asked her friend to throw away the bubble gum from his mouth
While the class was going on, there is a student who was chewing a chewing gum. The
chairman asked her friend, a man to throw out his candy, “Permenmu!” (Your candy!) She spoke
out loud to makes the teacher know about her friend attitude. And the man said, “Apa?” (what),
he said it with the low voice. She said, “Buang permenmu! Gula-gula getahmu buang!” (Throw
out you candy! Throw out your chewing gum. And the man, go out side of the class and throw
out his candy and back in the class again.
Extract 4: The teacher gave the instruction to close their textbook
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After the teacher gave the explanation and the student have prepare their taskbook, she
asked her students to close their textbook before she read the trip report, “Perhatikan dulu!
Sekarang, tutup buku paketnya! (Attention please! Now, close the textbook!)” The students felt
disapointed and made some noise. Student a, the man at the third table in second line with the
raising-short hair express his disappoited, “adduh” while hold on his backhead at the same time.
Student b, the man at the first table in first line with the curly-short hair express

his

disappointed, “awwah” while smiling and looking at his friend. Student c, the man at the second
table in second line with the curly-short hair express his disapointed, “aiii!” while bow his head
and hold on her forehead. Some of the student read the textbook in fast. Because the students
rather take a long time, the teacher ask the her student to close their textbook immediately,
“Ditutup! Selain Ibu, jangan ada yang bersuara! (Close it! Nobody can make a voice accept me!)
and they close their textbook. And she continue her next instruction,” Ibu akan membacakan
sebuah laporan perjalanan. Kemudian, siswa mencatat yang penting-penting saja! Oke, mulai? (I
will read the trip report. And then, the student writes down the point of the report! Okay, start?)
Extract 5: The student asked her friend to keep quite
After all of the student closed their textbook, they prepared their task book. When the
teacher wanted to start read the trip report, some student still getting prepare their task book and
some student make some noise. Student a, the woman at the second table in third line wore a
white hijab asked the teacher to wait her, Tunggu dulu, Bu! (Wait me, Ma’am!). Student b, the
man at the second table in first line with the curly-short hair asked the teacher, “Di buku apa,
Bu?” (In what book, Ma’am?) and his friends anwered it with a loud voice, “Buku tugas!” (In the
task book!). He asked again and make his friend anwered with the any kind of answer. Student d,
the man at the first table in first line with the curly-short hair answered with the loud voice and
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looking at him, “Buku Bahasa Inggris!” (English Book!). Student c, the woman at the first table
in first line wore a white hijab answered with the low voice, “Buku tugas!” (Task book!). Student
e, the woman wore a white hijab, a seatmate of student c felt unconfortable with the noise and
yelling, “Bising ba!” (Too noisy!) and with the same condition of studen e, student c yelled,
“Diam-diamlah! Ribut semua juga ba!” (Please, shut up! All of you too noisy!)
Extract 6: The student’s interruptions while the teacher was reading the book
After the condition of the class more quite, the teacher read the trip report in the textbook
in front of the class with a loud voice. While she was readig the report, some of her student,
could not get the point and fell it to fast. There were some student have a good relationship with
the teacher. Student a, the chairman of the class asked the teacher to read faster with smiling,
“Bu! Laju-laju, Bu!” (Ma’am! Rapidly, Ma’am!). Student b, the woman wore a white hijab at the
second table in second table asked the teacher to repeat it, “Bu! Ulang, Bu!” (Ma’am! Repeat it,
Ma’am). Student c, the man with the curly-short hair at second table in second line asked the
teacher to read it more relax, “Santai saja, Bu!” (Be more relax, Ma’am!). Student d, the woman,
with the ponytail hair wore the white short arm shirt at the thir table in fourth line asked the
teacher be more slow, “Pelan-pelan, Bu!” (Slowly, Ma’am!). Student e, the man whith curlyshorthair at the first table in first line asked the teacher be more slow, “Relax, slow! Baca satusatu, Bu! A, B, C…” (Relax, slow! Read it one by one, Ma’am! Like A,B,C…) and some of the
students laugh. The teacher asked the student to shut up before he continue reading the trip
report, “Diam!” (Shut up!) with the low voice. Most of the student ask the teacher to repeat it,
“Ulang, Bu!” (Repeat it, Ma’am). The teacher read it again in slowly. While she reading the trip
report, student a still wrote down the point that have been read, but the teacher continue read the
trip report and she ask the teacher to wait her, ”Aduh, Bu! Tunggu sekejap ba, Bu!” (Please,
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Ma’am! Wait me for a moment, Ma’am!). The teacher stop reading for a moment and continue
reading it after that.
Extract 7: The student asked her friend to listen to the teacher well
While the teacher reading the trip report, some students sometimes cannot listen it well
what the teacher read. Student a, the woman with the ponytail-long hair wore a white short arm
shirt at the fourth table in fourth line asked the teacher with the loud voice, “Meliat apa,,, Bu?
Bu!” (See what,,, Ma’am? Ma’am!). Student b, the woman wore the with hijab at the third table
in second line answered her with the loud voice, “Gua Batu! Makanya dengar ba!!!” (Stone
Cave! So, please! Listen to the teacher well!). After that the teacher continue reading the trip
report.
Extract 8: The student reported to the teacher that her friend was cheating
While teacher reading the textbook, there was a student who was cheating when the
teacher see the other side. Student a, the man with the curly-short hair at the second table in
second line report to the teacher, “Bu! Da liat buku, Bu!” (Ma’am! He looks the textbook,
Ma’am!) after that he is laughing and looking at the student b. He is a man with the curly-short
hair at the first table in second line answered, “E orang liat soal kah.” (Noo, I am looking the
question!). He is actually look the book because he is be left behind and write down the point.
And the teacher look at him and pretend write down the point of the report while laughing. After
that the teacher contiue read the trip report.
Extract 9: The student asked her friend to stop disturb her
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While the teacher reading the trip report, the student write down the point of the trip
report. Student a, the man with the rather straight-short hair at the third table in second line asked
his friend to stop disturb him which make him did not focus, “Tak payah ba!” (Please, do not!).
Extract 10: The student reprimanded to her friend
While the teacher reading the trip report, there was a student, the man with the curlyshort hair at the second table in second line disturb student a, the chairman did not like to be
disturb and reprimand her friend, “Tampar ni orang satu ni! Kurang ajar betul! Kenapa kau
ketawa?!” (I will slap you! Too insolent! Why do you laugh?!). The teacher still continue her
reading till the end of the trip report. After she finished read the trip report, she give the
assignment to her students, “Jadi, itu laporan perjalanan. Jadi Ibu tugaskan sekarang…” (So, that
is the trip report. So, now I give you assignment…) while the teacher walk from the midle of the
class to the front of class, “… secara singkat perjalanan 50 hari di Tanah Papua.” (…shortly the
50 days trip in Land of Papua.)

Extract 11: The student asked a question to her teacher
Student a, the chairman asked the teacher about the assignment, “Pokok-pokoknya syak,
kan Bu? Pokok-pokok ceritanya”. (Just the point, is not it Ma’am? Just the point) and the teacher
said, “Ia.”(Yes.)
Extract 12: The teacher asked her student to having discussion with their seatmate
In front of the class, the teacher give short explanation the assignment, “Jadi, yang
sebentar dikumpul adalah kesimpulan atau inti dari laporan perjalanan 50 Hari Pertualangan di
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Tanah Papua.” (So, the conclusion or the point of the trip of The Adventure in Land of Papua in
50 Days will be collected later.) and student a, the man with the curly-short hair at the first table
in first line answered, “Yes, Bu.” Student b, the man with the curly-short hair at the second table
in second line answered, “Yes, Madam.” they said it in out loud and looking around, left, right,
in slyly, smile like looking for someone whom will respond to it. The teacher continue her
instruction, “Jadi sekarang, diskusikan dengan teman sebangkumu.” (So now, discuss it with your
seatmate).

Section 2: Giving Assignment
Extract 13: The student told the teacher that some of them were cheated
After the teacher gave the explanation about the subject and gives some assignment to her
student, she walk around the class to see the students work the task and back to her table to take
the attendance. While she looking for the attendance book, some of the students make some
noise and some of them were cheating. Student a, the chairman reported to the teacher, “Bu! Ica
buka bukunya di laci, Bu. (Ma’am! Ica looks her textbook in his drawer, Ma’am). Student b, the
man with the curly-short hair at the first table in second line beefed about it, “Haiii!” (Noo!!!)
while he hold on his head at the same time. And some of student laugh at him. Student c, the
woman wore the white hijab at the second table in third line yelled, “Siapa?” (Who?). Student b
asked the teacher to collect all the textbook, “Bu! Buku paket dikumpul semua syak alang-alang,
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Bu!” (Ma’am! Just collect the textbook, Ma’am!) Student a ask the same thing to the teacher, “Ia,
Bu! Kumpullah, Bu!” (Yes, Ma’am! Just collect it, Ma’am) student b asked the teacher again,
“Kumpullah syak semua, Bu!” (Just collect all of them, Ma’am!) Student a ask the same thing,
“Ia, Bu!” (Yes, Ma’am) At the back of the class the other student d, the woman with the ponytaillong hair at the fourth table in fourth line asked her friend to collect her text book with the
raising voice, “Kau ndak mau kumpulkah?” (You do not want collect it, do you?) and student e,
the woman wore a white hijab yelled to her, “Kumpul bikin apa? (What for?) The condition of th
class become too noisy, till make the other students did not focus with the assignment. Student f,
the woman wore a white hijab and the seatmate of chairman yelled, “Kalian kenapa juga bising
betul?” (Why all of you so noisy?) Finally,the teacher asked them to listen their name, “Oke!
Dengarkan dulu namanya! (Okay! Listen to your name first!) and she started take attendence of
the class.
Extract 14: The student’s utterances while the teacher was taking attendances
While the teacher was taking attendance of the class, “Alan!” some students said that
Alan was moving in to another class. Student a, the chairman said, “Bu! Tiga kali sudah pindah,
Bu!” (Ma’am! It has been three times he transferred, Ma’am!). While the teacher was continue
taking attendance some students made some noise and some of them was disturbed by his friend.
Student b, the man with the straight-short hair at the third table in second line asked his friend to
stop disturb him, “Apa juga budak satu ini?!” (What is your problem?!). While the teacher was
taking attendance, student c, the seatmate of the chairman asked another student to silent, “Diam,
Ba!” (Please, be quite!) Student d, the man with rather bald at the third table in second line
called the name of his friend sit at the second table in second line and his friend said,
“Hadir,Bu!” (Present, Ma’am). But his name was not called, and the other student laugh at him.
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Student d said, “Engkalinga wek!” (Listen it well!) and his seatmate said, “Ia, kan!” After that
the teacher still continued taking attendance.

Extract 15: The student interruption before the teacher asked some questions
After the teacher finished take the attendance of the class, she moved to in front of the
class and she said, “Oke! Sekarang Ibu kasih kesempatan, sebelum ibu mengajukan
pertanyaan…” (Okay! Now, I give the chances, before I asked some questions…) some of the
student made some noise. Student a, the man with the curly-short hair yelled and smiling,
“Asyik!” (Yeahhh!). Student b, the chairman of the class asked the teacher,” Ibu kasih
pertanyaan, Bu?” (You give the question, Ma’am?) Student a yelled again, “Baca satu kali lagi!”
(Read once more!) Student c, the man with the curly-short hair at the second table in second line
asked the teacher, “Buat pertanyaan kah Bu?” (Makes the question, Ma’am?). Student a said in
raising voice, “Buat-buat-buat-buat” (Make it-make it-make it-make it) Student d, the man with a
rather bald at the second table in second line, a seatmate of student c yelled, “Adoi! (Oh, nooo!)
and the teacher took control the class with the low voice, “Perhatikan!” (Listen!) and some
students still made some noise. Student e, the chairmain‟s seatmate asked the class to keep silent
with the low voice, “Diamlah!” (Shut up, please!). After that the teacher asked her students,
”Perhatikan! Sebelum Ibu mengajukan pertanyaan, baca kembali kesimpulan laporan yang telah
kalian tulis!” (Listen! Before I give some question, read the conclusion which you wrote down
again!). And then, the students read their taskbook once more before the teacher asked some
questions.
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Extract 16: The teacher asked the student to close their book
After the teacher asked her students read their book, she back to her table. After several
minutes she stand up and get her textbook then went to in front of the class, she asked her
students to closed their taskbook, “Oke, sekarang, tutup bukunya masing-masing! (Okay, now,
close your book!) Student a, the man with the curly-short hair at the first table in first line asked
the teacher to collect the textbook, “Kumpul syak, Bu! Nanti ada yang main culas tu, Bu.” (Just
collect it, Ma’am! There will be cheating later, Ma’am.) student b, the chairman asked the same
thing, “Ia, Bu!” (Yes, Ma’am). The teacher just continued the class after the student close their
book.
Section 3: Giving Question
Extract 17: The teacher asked some question to her students
After all of her student closed their, the teacher continued the class. In front of the class,
she said, “Sekarang, Ibu akan mengajukan pertanyaan.” (Now, I will give some question.) Before
she started asking the first question, there was a student still did not close his book. Student a, the
chairman of the class saw her friend and reported to the teacher, “Bu! Main culas dia, Bu!”
(Ma’am! He is cheating, Ma’am!) then the man, with the curly-short hair closed his book and
paid attention to the teacher. And the teacher continued the her instruction, “Perhatikan! Ibu akan
mengajukan pertanyaan! Siapa yang bisa jawab angkat tangannya!” (Listen! I will give some
question! Who can answer it, raise your hand!) and student a asked the teacher, “Bisa doboldobolkah Bu?” (Can we do it double, Ma’am?) to confirmed can they answered the question
twice and so on. The teacher was looking at her and continued her next explanation, “Pertanyaan
nomor satu, ini mengenai tentang laporan yang tadi Ibu bacakan.” (Question number one, it is
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about the report which I read it before.) then the students answered, “Ia, Bu!” (Yes, Ma’am!).
She started asking the first question, “Oke, pertanyaan nomor satu. Siapa yang melakukan
perteluangan ke Tanah Papua?” (Okay, question number one. Who is going to the trip in Land of
Papua?). Most of the students raise their hand and answered it with the raising voice, “Tim jejak
petualang!” (The Adventure Trip Team!) then she pointed to Maria Domanira, the woman with
the ponytail-long hair at the fourth table in third line and asked the other of students to keep
quite. Maria Domanira answered it with the correct one with the low voice, “Tim Jejak
Petualang, Pertualangan Bahari dan Pertualangan Liar.” (The Adventure Trip Team, Maritime
Adventure and Wild Adventure). Then teacher asked the other students that she answered it
correctly and the other students confirmed it. She continued asking the second question,
“Pertanyaan ke dua! Kapan pertualangan di Tanah Papua…” (Second question! When is the trip
in Land of Papua?) Most of the student raise their hand and yelled, “Saya, Bu! Saya, Bu! Saya,
Bu!” (Me, Ma’am! Me, Ma’am! Me, Ma’am!) and some of them answered it even the teacher did
not pointed on them with a loud voice, “27 April!!!” (April 27th!!!) and then the teacher pointed
on Erwinsyah, the man with rather-long hair at the third table in second line. Erwinsyah
answered it with ill correct one with the low voice, “27 April…” (April 27th…). And the other
students tried to answered it even Erwinsyah still thinking about the correct answer. And the
teacher was still pointed on him and waiting. Suddenly, he bow his head and looking for the
answer in his book and student a yelled, “Tengok buku!!!” (Looks the book!!!) and the other
students boo on him, “Aaaa” (Boo) student b,the man with the curly-short hair at the first table in
first line raised his hand and yelled, “Saya, Bu! Saya, Bu!” (Me, Ma’am! Me, Ma’am!). Student
c, the woman who wore a white hijab at the second table in third line yelled,” Bu!!! Aku, Bu!!!”
(Ma’am!!! Me, Ma’am!!!). Student d, the chairman‟s seatmate asked the teacher,” Bu!!! Cancel,
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Bu!!!” (Ma’am!!! Cancel, Ma’am!!!). Student e, the man with the rather bald at second table in
second line answered it again with the loud voice, “27 April sampai 3 Juni…” (April 27th till
June 3rd…), but the other student tried to backed up him with the loud voice, “Sampai 3 Juni…
2016” (till June 3rd… 2016). Student f, the man with the rather straight-long hair at the first table
in second line felt disapointed and said with the low voice, “Aiii diajar…” (Come on, being
taught…). Finally the teacher corrected the answer with the raising voice and following by the
students, “27 April – 3 Juni 2016.” (April 27th – June 3rd 2016.) And then, she continued the third
question, “0ke, selanjutnya! Apa tujuan mengadakan pertualangan di Tanah Papua?” (Okay,
next! What is the purpose of doing the trip in Land of Papua?). Some of the student raised their
hand and yelled, “Saya, Bu!!! Saya, Bu!!!” (Me, Ma’am!!! Me, Ma’am!!!). And the teacher
pointed on Ridho, the man with the curly-short hair at the second table in second line. Student a,
the chairman of the class begged to the teacher to pointed on her, “Aku ba, Bu!“ (Me, please
Ma’am!). And Ridho answered it with the correct answer with a loud voice, “Ingin mencari tahu
tentang keanekeragaman dan adat-istiadat yang ada di Papua.” (To know about the variety and
ethnicity of Papua) and some students yelled on him, “Betul!!! Salah!!!” (True!!! False!!!). The
teacher confirmed it as the correct answer and she continued the fourth question,” Selanjutnya!”
(Next!). Before she asked the next question, student a asked the teacher, “Endak papa liat buku
kah?” (Can we look the book?) and student b answered her question, “Endak boleh!” (It
cannot!). And the teacher confirmed it clearly and asked the next question, “Dengar ya! Endak
boleh! Apa yang menarik di Waegeyo?” (Listen! Cannot! What is the attraction of Waegeyo?).
The teacher pointed on the chairman, her name is Ain. Ain answered it with the ill correct
answer because she was not focus and remember it well, “Gua batu kuno yang ada di…” (Stone
Cave in….). Before she finished the answered, student b yelled, “Auuu!!! Lupa, lupa, lupa…”
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(Boo!!! Forget, forget, forget….) following by some students, “Huuuu” (Boo). Student c, raised
her hand and yelled, “Bu! Saya, Bu!” (Ma’am! Me, Ma’am!). Student d, yelled in clearly, “Hei!
Belum selesai si Ain!” (Hey! Ain is not finished it yet!) and the teacher still pointied on her, “Ain
dulu, Ain! Yang lain diam!” (Ain first, Ain! Please be quite!). And Ridho raised his hand while
was smiling and raising his eyebrow at the teacher and asked, “Bu, kalau Ain endak bisa?!
(Ma’am, if Ain could not?!). Ain still tried to answered the question, “Adalah Gua Batu Kuno
yang ada di Waegeyo pada zaman batu Kuno.” (is the Ancient Stone Cave in Waegeyo in ancient
stone age.). She answered with the ill correct answer and the teacher asked the other student who
want to answered the question, “Kurang tepat ya, Ain. Yang lain lagi. siapa?” (Not fully correct,
Ain. Anyone else. Who?), Some students raiesed their hand and answered with the ill correct
answer. The teacher pointed on Ridho and he answered the question with the correct answered,
“Yang menarik di Waegeyo itu, terdapat cagar alam dengan berbagai spesies endemic dan
terdapat juga zaman Batu Kuno.” (The attraction of Waegeyo is, there are wild life with variety
of endemic species and the Ancient Stone age.) And some students clap their hand and yelled,
“Ya, betul!” (Yeah, right!). And then the teacher continued the next question, “Oke, selanjutnya!
Di mana letak Waegeyo?” (Okay, next! Where is the Waegeyo?) and some of the the students
answered it with a raising voice and yelled, “Papua Barat, Bu! (West Papua, Ma’am). And the
condition become a litle noisy. Student a yelled, “Tepoklah sikit,ouyyy!” (Clap your hand
please!!!) following by student d, “Tepoklah sikit!” (Clap your hand please!). The teacher
continued the next question and the class was still litle noisy, “Selanjutnya! Mengapa…?
Perhatikan!” (Next! Why…? Listen!) and some students were still make some noise. Student a
yelled to them, “Diam ba, aiii!!!” (Please be quite, please!). Then the teacher take control the
class, asked them to paid attention, and she asked the next question, “Mengapa perjalanan ke
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Bintuni sangat menarik dan menantang?” (Why the trip to the Bintuni is very interesting and
challenging?). The teacher pointed on Ain, and she answered it with the correct answer, “Karena
geografisnya berbukit-bukit.” (Because geographically, it is hilly.) After that she continued
asking

the

next

question,

“Pertanyaan

selanjutnya.

Di mana mereka dapat melihat keindahan pesisir pantai?” (Next question. Where they can see the
beautiful view of the beach?). Most of the students answered it and yelled, “Papua, Bu.
Waegeyo, Bu. Kaimana, Bu.” (Papua, Ma’am. Waegeyo, Ma’am. Kaimana, Ma’am). And the
teacher confirmed the answer and continued the last question, “Ia di Kaimana. Pertanyaan
terakhir! Apa yang diperoleh dari pertualangan di Tanah Papua?” (Right, in Kaimana. Last
Question! What they got from the trip in Land of Papua?) Some students made some noise and
the teacher pointed on Ain to answered the question. She answered it with the correct answered,
“Mengeksplorasi keanekaragaman adat istiadat dan keindahan alam di Tanah Papua.” (explored
the variety of ethnicity and the beauty of Land of Papua’s nature.)
Transcription of interview
The writer asked the respondent, Ibu Rohan, S.Pd. in the teacher office, “Eee baiklah,
pertanyaan pertama itu, bahasa apa yang anda gunakan dalam kegiatan belajar anda? Eee, dalam
kegiatan belajar di sini maksudnya yang belajar-mengajar itu… dalam kelas.” (Eee well, the first
question is, what language did you used in your study activity?) She answered, “Eee langsung
ya, kalau kami, karena selaku guru Bahasa Indonesia pasti kami terapkan Bahasa Indonesia yang
baik dan benar, demikian juga kepada siswa diwajibkan menggunakan Bahasa Indonesia yang
baik dan benar.” (Eee straightaway, for us, because as the teacher of Bahasa, surely we applied
the good and correct Bahasa.) After the first question finished, the writer asked the second
question, “Kemudian beralih ke pertanyaan kedua. Eee, apakah anda terkadang menggunakan
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dua bahasa dalam keadaan tertentu dalam kegiatan belajar? eee…” (Then we move to the second
question. Eee, do you sometime used two languages in certain occasion in study activity?eee…)
The respondent answered, “Kalau saya pribadi meminamalisir penggunaan bahasa lain, terutama
bahasa daerah.” (For me personally minimized using another language, especially vernacular
language.) and the writer butted in, “Iye.” (yes) then she continued answering the question,
“karena saya sendiri tekankan menggunakan bahasa Indonesia, seperti itu. Karena di sini
pengaruh Bahasa Malaysia kental sekali tapi eee, saya sudah minta sama anak-anak supaya
belajar cari padanan katanya dalam Bahasa Indonesia setiap mau bertanya ataupun menjawab
pertanyaan, seperti itu.” (because I myself emphasized used Bahasa, like that. Because in here
the influencing of Malay too strong but eee, I have asked the students to learn looking for the
match word in Bahasa in asking or answering the question, like that.) The writer contonued
asking the third question, “kemudian pertanyaan ketiga. Eee, bahasa apa yang anda gunakan
dalam lingkungan keluarga anda?” (then the third question. Eee, what language did you use in
your family domain.) The respondent answered, “Kalau dalam lingkungan keluarga, ya karena…
eee… keluarga masih berdarah bugis, suku bugis, kadang menggunakan Bahasa Indonesia,
terkadang menggunakan Bahasa Daerah.” (For family domain, well because… eee… my family is
buginess blooded, buginess, sometime used Bahasa, sometime used vernacular language.) Then
the writer continued asking which was related about the third question, “jadi itu dicampur Bu,
ya.” (so it was mixed Ma’am, right.) and she said, “Ya dicampur, karena kalau kita tidak
kenalkan bahasa daerah ke anak, nanti dia lupa asal usul dirinya, siapa keluarganya.” (Right it
was mixed, because if we did not let the children know the vernacular language, they will forget
about their background, their family.) both the writer and respondent were smiled and laughed.
After that, the writer asked the fourth question, “kemudian, eee.. dalam kegiatan belajar, melihat
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dari sisi murid anda bahasa apa yang membuat mereka lebih mudah mengerti dalam kegiatan
belajar-mengajarnya Bu?” (then, eee… in study activity, looking from your student’s side what
language did make them easier understood in study activity?) the respondent answered, “Bahasa
yang mudah dimengerti, kalau bahasa Indonesia, mereka mudah paham. Namun kita lihat lagi,
dikondisikan, karena kadang ada tatanan bahasa yang cocok untuk anak SD, SMP, SMA. Dilihat
tingkatannya lagi. Ada bahasa yang memang mudah dipahami, kalau kita terlalu banyak
menggunakan istilah-istilah, dia sulit dipahami.” (The easily understood language, if Bahasa,
they easily to understood. But we see again, conditioned it, because sometime there is
grammatical language which suitable for the elementary school, junior high school, senior high
school. According to the level again. There is language which hardly to understood.) the writer
butted in, “ow iye, apa lagi…” (ya, furthermore…) and she continued it, “ya, apa lagi dicampur
dengan istilah-istilah asing atau ini, iya, cari dulu maknanya di kamus.” (ya, furthermore if it
mixed with foreign terms or this, right, looking for the meaning first in dictionary.) the writer
said, “iye‟-iye‟” (right) then she continued it, “Jadi kita sesuaikan dulu dengan kelas katanya.”
(so, we have to matched the word class before.) After she finished answering the question, the
writer continued asking the last question, “eee, kemudian yang terakhir. Menghadapi siswa yang
lebih banyak menggunakan Bahasa Melayu atau bahasa daerahnya dalam berinteraksi, eee kita
selaku guru Bahasa Indonesia, bagaimana menurutta‟? Faktor apa yang membuat mereka lebih
memilih bahasa yang mereka dapatkan dari lingkungan keluarga mereka dalam kegiatan belajarmengajarnya. Kan, terkadang mereka berinteraksi dengan temannya, misalnya minta buku, kayak
begitu… lebih memilih bahasa yang mereka dapatkan di lingkungannya sendiri daripada eee…
yang kita ajarkan. Begitu maksudnya Bu.” (eee then the last one. Facing with the student who
inclined to used Malay or their vernacular language in doing interaction, eee you as the teacher
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of Bahasa, for you how about? What factors did make them be opting to used language which
they got from their family domain in study activity. Well, sometime when they interact with their
friend, for example reqesting book, like that… be opting to used the language which they got
from their domain than eee… what did you taught. That is the meaning, Ma’am.) And the
respondent answered, “Iya. Eee… itu sebenarnya tantangan untuk kita, guru Bahasa Indonesia.
Karena mereka memang lebih cenderung menggunakan Bahasa Melayu, Malaysia. Karena
kebanyakan diantara mereka orang tuanya memang domisilinya di Malaysia, kerjanya di
Malaysia tapi anaknya di sekolahkan di sini. Jadi pengaruh Bahasa Malaysia memang kental
sekali, tapi itulah tadi, kita di awal, saya sampaikan kalau kita berusaha untuk meminimalisir,
kalau tidak tahu bahasa Indonesianya yang betul, diminta untuk buka kamus lagi. Diajarkan, ini
nah Bahasa Indonesianya yang betul supaya proses belajar mengajar berikut dia sudah bisa
dengan bahasa yang sebenarnya, yang baik, begitu.” (Well. Eee… that is actually the challenging
for us, the teacher of Bahasa. Because they are indeed inclined to used Malay, Malaysia.
Because most of them, their parent are indeed domiciled in Malaysia, their job in Malaysia, but
their children were school in here. So, the influencing of Malay is too strong, but that is before,
early we, as I said if we try to minimazed, if they did not know its correct Bahasa, asking to open
the dictionary again. Taught, this is its correct Bahasa so that the next study activity, they could
with the correct Bahasa, the good one, like that.)
Appendix II: List of Interview Guide.
Respondent: Ibu Rohani S, Pd
1. Bahasa apa yang anda gunakan dalam kegiatan belajar mengajar?
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2. Apakah anda menggunakan dua bahasa dalam kondisi tertentu dalam kegiatan belajar mengajar?
3. Bahasa apa yang anda gunakan dalam lingkungan keluarga anda?
4. Dalam kegiatan belajar anda, bahasa apa yang membuat murid anda lebih mudah
mengerti?
5. Menghadapi siswa yang lebih banyak menggunakan bahasa Melayu atau bahasa
daerahnya dalam berinteraksi, anda selaku guru, menurut anda faktor apa yang membuat
mereka lebih memilih bahasa yang mereka dapatkan di lingkungan mereka sendiri dalam
kegiatan belajar?
Appendix III: Result of interview.
1. Selaku guru bahasa Indonesia, kami menerapkan bahasa Indonesia yang baik dan benar.
Demikian juga kepada siswa diwajibkan untuk menggunakan bahasa Indonesia yang baik
dan benar.
2. Secara pribadi, saya meminimalisir penggunaan bahasa lain terutama bahasa daerah.
Karena di sini pengaruh bahasa Malaysia kental sekali, jadi saya meminta kepada anakanak untuk mencari padanan katanya dalam bahasa Indonesia berinteraksi ketika di
dalam kelas.
3. Karena keluarga suku Bugis, terkadang kami meggunakan bahasa daerah dan terkadang
juga menggunakan bahasa Indonesia. Jadi kami menggabungkan kedua bahasa itu, karena
kalau kami tidak memperkenalkan bahasa daerah ke anak, nanti mereka lupa asal usul
mereka.
4. Kalau Bahasa Indonesia mereka mudah paham. Namun, kita lihat lagi, dikondisikan lagi,
terkadang ada tatanan bahasa yang cocok untuk anak SD, SMP, dan SMA. Dilihat
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tingkatannya lagi, kalau kita terlalu banyak menggunakan istilah-istilah, mereka sulit
memahami.
5. Itu sebenarnya tantangan untuk kami
guru

bahasa

mereka

Indonesia,
lebih

menggunakan

dari

berdomisili

di

karena

cenderung

bahasa

kebanyakan

selaku

melayu.

Karena

mereka,

orang

tuanya

Malaysia,

tetapi

anaknya di sekolahkan di sini. Jadi
pengaruh bahasa Malaysia memang

kental

sekali. Jadi, kami meminta anak-

anak

untuk meminimalisir penggunaan

bahasa

Malaysia.
Apendix III: Documentation
The teacher was giving the explanation
the subject.

about
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The teacher was giving asssignment to the
student
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The teacher asked some question
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